
Author comments in reply to the anonymous referee on “Global lightning NOx production 

estimated by an assimilation of multiple satellite datasets” by K. Miyazaki et al. 

 

 We want to thank the referee for the helpful comments and suggestions. We have revised the 

manuscript according to the comments, and hope that the revised version of the manuscript is now 

suitable for publication. Below are the referee comments in italics with our replies in normal font.  

 

Reply to Referee #1 

 

1) The approach considers data assimilation of multiple species to constrain LNOx and surface 

emissions sources as well as species concentrations. For Ozone (O3) the results from the assimilated 

system are compared to observations in Fig 9. It would be useful to be able to quantify how important 

the correct simulation of the LNOx source is in itself for O3, since much of the improvement will 

emanate from assimilation of O3 itself. 

 

 The O3 concentrations simulated using the LNOx sources are discussed in Section 6.3 and shown in 

Table 9. To clarify the purpose of the validation, the following sentence has been added in Section 6.3. 

“This validation demonstrates the importance of correcting the NOx sources for reproducing the O3 

fields.” 

 

2) In fact "LNOx –only" optimisation is discussed in section 4.4, but this text is confusing where it is 

currently placed since this section refers to Table 3 which shows the relative contribution of 

assimilation of each of the different satellite datasets on simulated O3 chemistry including surface 

and LNOx sources. 

 

 The result is presented in Table 9 in the revised manuscript. Please also see my reply above. 

 

3) It is not totally clear, but it seems year 2007 was chosen for both model simulations and for 

assimilation with measurements? Have any other years been examined to see how well this approach 

performs in other years? 

 

 Both the model simulation and the assimilation were performed for year 2007. The following sentence 

has been added to the manuscript in Section 3.1.1: 

“Both the model simulation and the data assimilation are conducted for the entire year 2007, because a 

large amount of satellite data is available for this year.” 



 

 The inter-annual variability of the LNOx source will be investigated in a future study. The last sentences 

in Section 6.4 have been rewritten as follow: 

 “In spite of the good agreement in the estimates of the annual global source and the NO production 

efficiency, the lightning activity and the LNOx source varies significantly with season and year (e.g., 

Cecil et al., 2014), and differences will be more pronounced when comparisons are made regionally. The 

amount of NOx produced per flash may also vary considerably with season and region (c.f., Table 7). 

Detailed comparisons on monthly and regional scales including those seasonal and inter-annual 

variations remain an important topic for future studies.” 

 

4) There is no validation with LIS/OTD lightning flash rates though this is discussed briefly. In 

particular, it would be useful to see if there is any seasonality in flash rates over the oceans in line 

with those found in Figure 6 (when data assimilation is included) 

 

 Table 1 and Figure 2 have been added to compare with the LIS/OTD measurements. The following 

sentences have been added to discuss the comparison result in Section 3.2.1: 

“Table 1 and Figure 2 compare the global flash rate between the LIS/OTD high resolution monthly 

climatology (HRMC) data (Cecil et al., 2014) and the model parameterization. Compared with the 

observations, the global distribution of the total flash rate is generally reproduced by the model.” 

“Mainly because of the low bias over central Africa, the model underestimates the annual flash rate in the 

tropics (20S-20N) by about 27 %, leading to about 13 % underestimation in the global total flash rate.”  

 

 The following sentence has been added to discuss the seasonality in the flash rate over the oceans in 

Section 4.2: 

“Because the predicted flash rate does not show such distinct seasonality over the oceans, and because 

the seasonal amplitude of the flash rate is generally smaller in the model simulation than in the LIS/OTD 

measurements over the oceans (figure not shown), these changes imply errors in the seasonal variation of 

either the flash rate or the NOx production efficiency over the oceans in the model simulation.” 

 

5) Figure 7 shows low clouds over oceans producing maximum amounts of LNOx. Is this signal really 

due to low clouds or is it that the re-distribution of the LNOx source towards the surface is greater 

with assimilation? 

   

 By analysing the simulated and analysed LNOx source profiles, we confirmed that the LNOx source 

maxima in the lower troposphere are closely associated with the occurrence of low convective clouds. 



However, the analysis result may have uncertainties associated with errors in the assimilated retrievals 

over the oceans. The following explanations are provided in Section 4.3 and 6.1.1 in the manuscript: 

 “Over the oceans, persistent strong sources associated with the simulated low clouds and the occurrence 

of IC flashes are predicted in the lower troposphere. Data assimilation further increases the lower 

tropospheric sources by a factor of up to two.” 

 “We note that errors in the OMI tropospheric NO2 column retrievals could cause large uncertainties in 

the analyzed LNOx sources over the oceans, as will be discussed in Section 6.1.1.” 

 “It is emphasized that low NO2 concentrations over the oceans are mostly smaller than the OMI noise 

level. Errors related to the separation of stratospheric and tropospheric NO2 could also cause errors in the 

OMI tropospheric NO2 column retrievals (Lamsal et al., 2010; Boersma et al., 2011). These may cause 

large uncertainties in the analyzed LNOx sources, especially over the oceans.” 

 

6) The conclusion regarding IC/CG ratios in the discussion (section 6.2.2) is rather confusing but may 

be insightful. Was it possible to obtain cold cloud thickness and hence ranges of z values from the 

satellite measurements, in order to comment on whether ratios of 1 or 10 were more likely? 

 

 To more clearly describe the implication obtained from the result, the relevant sentence in Section 6.2.2 

has been rewritten as: 

“We attempted to optimize the production per flash parameters separately for IG and CG flashes from the 

multi-species data assimilation but could not find any significant differences between the two parameters 

in the analysis.” 

 

 We agree that estimating the relationships between the cloud information from satellite measurements 

and the analysed LNOx sources provide useful information. However, the treatment of cloud information 

from satellite measurements needs special cautions (e.g., spatial representativeness, error estimation), and 

this point remains an important topic for future studies. 

 

Specific comments: 

 

P29204, Line 1 "assimilating observations" add "into a chemistry transport model". 

 

 Added 

 

P29204, line 14, "These estimates . . ." This sentence is confusing as Table 3 shows a lower value for the 

global source when using OMI NO2 alone. It is likely referring to results not shown trying to optimise 



LNOx production alone. 

 

 The sentence has been rewritten as follow: 

“These estimates are significantly different from those estimated from a parameter inversion that 

optimises the LNOx source only from NO2 observations alone, which may lead to an overestimate of the 

source adjustment.” 

 

P29205, line 4, provide reference for 10-20% is it from Grewe et al. ? 

 

 The following paper is cited in the revised manuscript: 

Galloway, J. M., Dentener, F. J., Capone, D. G., et al.: Nitrogen Cycles: Past, Present and Future, 

Biogeochemistry, 70, 153–226, 2004.  

 

P29205, Line 19: explain "the lightning parametrization" – either state which one or rephrase as "any 

lighting parametrization" 

 

Replaced by “any lightning parameterisation”. 

 

P 29205, Line 21: GC to ID flashes equals 10- there is more recent litera-ture on this e.g. DeCaria, et al 

(2005), J. Geophys. Res., 110, D14303, 860 doi:10.1029/2004JD005556. Ott et al. (2007), J. Geophys. 

Res., 112, D05307, doi:10.1029/2006JD007365 Ott, et al. (2010), J. Geophys. Res., 115, D04301, 

doi:10.1029/2009JD011880, 2010 

 

 The papers are cited in the revised manuscript. Thank you for the information. 

 

P29206, line 7-8, "errors in these processes ..." – rephrase this text for clarity and provide references. 

 

 The sentence has been rewritten as: 

“Errors in these processes other than those in the LNOx sources could cause large uncertainties in the 

LNOx source estimates when observations are used to constrain only the LNOx sources.” 

 

P29206 line 10 remove or rephrase "etc". This is a key point so it would be helpful to add an example to 

reinforce the text. 

 

 Removed. The following sentence has been added: 



 “Martin et al. (2007) demonstrated the ability of satellite NO2, O3, and HNO3 measurements to 

constrain the LNOx source.” 

 

P29206, line 15, it is not obvious that the 4-D var method goes hand in hand with an adjoint approach 

rather than a forward running model being re-ran. Can this text be explained in more detail, as again it 

is a key point of the methodology? 

 

 The following sentence has been added: 

“The 4D-Var requires minimization algorithms to compute gradient information with adjoint models, in 

which the necessity of the development and maintenance of the adjoint model is the main disadvantage of 

4D-Var.” 

 

P29206, line 18, define "CTM". 

 

 CTM is already defined before.  

 

P29206, line 21, when discussing the 35 chemical species, it would be useful to relate those to the species 

that are directly measured: O3, NO2, NHO3 and CO. 

 

 The sentence is rewritten as: 

“…as well as the concentrations of 35 chemical species including the assimilated species (NO2, O3, 

HNO3, and CO), while taking into account the chemical interactions…” 

 

P29206, line 23, "several "? 35 species are referred to in the line above?  

 

 Replaced by “various”. 

 

P29206, line 29 "the while year 2007"?  

 

 Replaced by “the whole year 2007”. 

 

P29207, line 14, Define all terms in the equation here and provide reference/s. Relate this equation more 

clearly to the sub-sections that follow describing different satellite observations- or move this equation 

and text to 3.1.2 where this information is used and re-name the section? 

 



 The equation has been moved to Section 3.1.2 and the definitions are provided in the revised 

manuscript. 

 

P29208, line 8, briefly explain here what is meant by "the super observation approach". It is not clear 

how all the observations are considered together. Are all the datasets re-gridded onto a 2.5 by 2.5 degree 

grid or is it only for NO2? 

 

 The sentence has been rewritten as: 

“We employ the super observation approach to produce representative data with a horizontal resolution 

of 2.5x2.5 for OMI NO2 and MOPITT CO (c.f., Sect. 2.1.4) observations, following Miyazaki et al. 

(2012b).” 

 

 To provide more information, the following sentences have been added: 

“A super observation is generated by averaging all data located within a super observation grid cell. The 

measurement error for the super observation is estimated by considering an error correlation of 15% 

among data. A representativeness error is introduced when the super-observation grid is not fully covered 

by OMI pixels.” 

 

P29208, line 12, rephrase "OMI scale" for clarity. 

 

 Replaced by “at the OMI footprint scale”. 

 

P 29208, line 24, rephrase "halfway the cloud" 

 

 Replaced by “in the middle of the cloud”. 

 

P29209, line 20, are there any issues with MOPITT being on a different satellite to the other 3 

instruments on AURA? The MOPITT CO contribution is not shown in Figure 8. Is this because the 

differences that feed through to the LNOx source from the CO corrections are too small? 

 

 We did not find any problem with the use of MOPITT observations. Because the covariance between 

the LNOx source and CO concentrations are neglected in the analysis, the CO observations do not 

directly influence the LNOx source. Thus the result is not presented in the figure. 

 

P29212, line 11, H is the observation operator. In section 2.1 y was defined as the observation operator, 



please clarify. 

 

 The sentences have been rewritten.  

 

P29212, line 18, change to "observations". 

 

 Corrected. 

 

 P29213, line 2, explain what the term "covariance localization" means. 

 

 The following sentences have been added: 

“This technique allows us to neglect the correlations among variables that may suffer significantly from 

spurious correlations, by setting the covariance among non- or weakly related variables to zero.” 

 

P29214, line 6, What is the tuning factor and what is it based on? How does this scaling factor affect the 

LNOx error? 

 

 The tuning factor is applied to obtain a realistic estimate of the global total lightning frequency based on 

a comparison with an older satellite flash observation data. This tuning factor does not affect the spatial 

distribution of the lightning frequency. The sentence has been rewritten as: 

“A globally and annually constant tuning factor is applied for the total flash frequency in CHASER 

simulations to obtain a realistic estimate of the global total flash occurrence, whereas the spatial 

distribution of the flash frequency is determined by the model parameterization.” 

 

P 29216. Line 2, "super observation" 

 

 Corrected. 

 

P29216, line 22, "provides". 

 

 Corrected. 

 

P29218, line 7, it would be useful to show this figure. 

 

 Figure 2 has been added.  



 

P29218, line 8, in fig 5 right hand panels it is difficult to see any coherent differences over Africa, can 

the description be more precise and include the sign of change. 

 

 Since the difference is unclear, the sentence has been removed. 

 

P29218, line 10, it isn’t clear which are the model results "with and without assimilation". 

 

 The following words have been added to the caption of Fig. 7 in the revised manuscript: 

 “analysed from the data assimilation (black) and estimated from the model simulation (red)” 

 

P29219, line 13, add where at "240 hpa" (since this could be in the stratosphere at mid-latitudes). 

 

 The sentence has been rewritten as: 

“Data assimilation increases the LNOx sources over most land regions by 20-50 % in the upper 

troposphere, with a maximum increase at 240 hPa in the global and annual mean, which is attributed to 

the source increase in the tropical upper troposphere.” 

 

P29222, line 5, It would be helpful to split Table 4 into different regions to accompany the text in this 

paragraph. It would also be helpful to remind the reader that the assimilation process influences the O3 

distribution through the assimilated O3 as well as LNOx. It would be useful to comment if the improved 

O3 is wholly due to the assimilation of O3. 

 

 The table (Table 5 in the revised manuscript) has been expanded to include comparisons for several 

tropical regions. The last sentence in Section 5.1 has been rewritten as follow: 

 “Because lightning substantially influences the amount of O3 in the tropics, and because the data 

assimilation simultaneously optimizes the O3 and the LNOx source, significantly improved agreement 

with independent ozone observations gives confidence in the performance of the LNOx estimates.” 

 

 The following sentence has been added in Section 5.1: 

“The improved agreement with TOC data is mainly attributed to the assimilation of TES O3  (Miyazaki 

et al., 2012a).” 

  

P29222, line 8-12, although the O3 bias in the upper troposphere is improved there seems to be a greater 

bias in the lower troposphere? 



 

 The following sentence has been added: 

“Conversely, the assimilation does not obviously improve the lower tropospheric O3.” 

 

P 29222, line13 define TOC. This table caption discusses "global" but the text here discusses "in the 

tropics". 

 

 Defined. The table caption has been corrected. 

 

P29223, line 15, it would be useful to note that the LNOx parametrization is not based on cloud fraction 

but cloud top height although clearly in the GCM cloud top height must be related to cloud existence. It 

would also be helpful to remind the reader that this region encompasses the maritime continent where 

significant lightning activity occurs. 

 

 The following sentence has been added: 

“Accurate simulations of the cloud position are important to properly distribute the LNOx sources, while 

errors in the simulated cloud top height lead to uncertainties in the total source strength.” 

 

The relevant sentence has been rewritten as: 

 “The warm sea surface and high convective available potential energy (CAPE) activate vertical uplifting 

and lightning especially over the maritime continent.” 

  

P 29224, line 15, it is hard to see the improvements discussed in Fig 11 from assimilation of TES and 

MLS O3. 

 

 Additional figures are required to show these improvements more clearly. However, we believe these 

figures are not really necessary in the manuscript. Therefore, “(figure not shown)” has been added. 

 

P 29227, line 17, the text discusses an increase using SSTs for 1997, but Table 5 shows a decrease for 

year 1997 compared to the control. This experiment with SSTs for 1997 will have a number of differences 

besides cloud location and so should be interpreted with caution. 

 

 The relevant sentence has been rewritten as follow: 

“The impact of changing the SST data was different for different regions; e.g., the LNOx sources over 

the Pacific increased by 14 % in January.” 



 

P 22928, line 18, change to "are" used. State what the chi squared test results given are actually 

measuring. 

 

 Corrected. The following sentences have been added: 

“The chi^2 is estimated from the ratio of the differences between the model forecast and observations to 

the estimated background covariances. This measures whether the background covariance matrix 

producing realistic errors. The chi^2 ratio becomes 1 if the background error covariance matches the 

model-observation differences.” 

 

P22929, line 5, the text discussing LNOX a priori errors and a priori source estimates could be made 

clearer so the reader knows which rows in Table 5 to look at. P22929, line 7, correct to "a priori" 

 

 The table has been revised to clarify the meanings. 

 

P22929, line 19, explain "to some extent" more precisely, the value for GL for July is 10%. 

 

 The following sentence has been rewritten as: 

“A sensitivity experiment in which the a priori global total LNOx source is increased by 15 % 

demonstrates that the estimated LNOx source amount is influenced by the a priori source setting (Table 

6); the global a-posteriori LNOx sources are increased by 4 % in January and 10 % in July.” 

 

P22931, line 12, add appropriate reference for 7% underestimation – Murray et al. 2012? 

 

 The sentence has been rewritten as: 

“On the other hand, an increase in the annual LNOx amount from 4.7 to 6.3 TgNyr-1 is obtained from 

assimilation but cannot simply be explained by a roughly 4-9 % (=7-12 % minus 3 %) underestimation of 

the global lightning flash frequency as compared to the climatological observations (41.2 flashes s-1 v.s. 

44 or 46 flashes s-1) and considering about 3 % lower flash frequency in 2007 compared to the 

climatology (c.f., Sect. 3.2.1).” 

 

P29233, line 7, "overestimated by 1km in the tropics"- did Ott et al (2010) find any difference in the 

tropics? 

 

 Ott et al. (2010) showed results for the subtropics and the northern mid-latitudes. To more clearly 



describe our result, the sentence has been written as: 

“Our analysis also revealed that the peak source height is overestimated by up to about 1 km over land 

and the tropical oceans.” 

 

P29234, line7, change to "most active". 

 

 Corrected. 

 

P29235, line 6, other papers discussed earlier in the paper provide estimates of global LNOx constrained 

from satellite- Boersma et al. 2005, Bierle et al. 2006, Martin et al. 2007, Lin et al. 2012. It would be 

useful to add these ranges here. 

 

 The results of Boersma et al. (2005), Beirle et al. (2006), and Martin et al. (2007) are already included 

in the estimate of Schumann and Huntrieser (2007), whereas Lin et al. (2012) estimated the LNOx 

sources for China only.  

 

Table 2: remove "are shown in brackets". 

 

 The sentence has been rewritten as: 

“The regional averages of the mean altitude (in km) with maximum annual LNOx emission (i.e., source 

peak height) estimated from the CTM simulation and the data assimilation and the corresponding 

analysis increments (the data assimilation minus the simulation).” 

 

Fig 3. Why does the panel for TES O3 in Fig 3 (difference with and without lightning) show a large 

difference in northern polar latitudes? 

 

 The large differences in the northern high latitudes seem to reflect the large simulated LNOx sources 

over the northern Eurasian continent and North America and also the fact that meridional air transport in 

the northern extratropics is relatively suppressed during summer. 

 

Fig 5. "analysed sources" add "of LNOx". 

 

 Added. 

 

Fig 6. The black and red lines and numerical values need to be explained. 



 

 The following sentences have been added: 

“…analysed from the data assimilation (black) and estimated from the model simulation (red). The total 

annual values (in TgNyr-1) are displayed in each panel.” 

 

Fig 11. Some of the caption is rather unclear. Explain what "inventories" mean. Are these the datasets 

used in the CTM? Re-phrase more clearly and give references. Rephrase "the data assimilation" to "the 

CTM simulation using data assimilation" or such like. 

 

 The figure caption has been rewritten to clarify the descriptions. 



Author comments in reply to the anonymous referee on “Global lightning NOx production 

estimated by an assimilation of multiple satellite datasets” by K. Miyazaki et al. 

 

 We want to thank the referee for the helpful comments and suggestions. We have revised the 

manuscript according to the comments, and hope that the revised version of the manuscript is now 

suitable for publication. Below are the referee comments in italics with our replies in normal font.  

 

Reply to Referee #2 

 

1) Apparently, this study builds up on Miyasaki et al. (2012a). It is not clear whether you use the same 

data assimilation experiment than in Miyasaki et al. (2012a) or whether you had done some new 

developments compared to Miyasaki et al. (2012a) or performed a new data assimilation experiment. 

I think this has to be clarified in the Introduction section. 

 

 The following sentence has been added to the Introduction section. 

“Compared to the system described in Miyazaki et al. (2012a), several updates have been applied to the 

data assimilation settings on the a priori emissions and the assimilated measurements.” 

 

2) The goals of the sections 5.2 and 5.3 are not very clear. Please clarify. In addition, in Results, you 

can maybe first present the validation of the data assimilation and after present the LNOX source 

estimation. 

 

 The following sentences have been added to describe the purpose of these sections: 

“Lightning strongly influences the O3 production and chemistry, especially in the tropical troposphere, as 

discussed in Sect. 3.2.2 and suggested by Sauvage et al. (2007a). Lightning activity and surface NOx 

sources differ considerably among the tropical regions, reflecting variations in the meteorological 

conditions including cumulus convection activity. This section demonstrates the ability of 

CHASER-DAS to analyse the LNOx sources and O3 distributions in several tropical regions.” 

 

 We believe the structure of Section 5, first showing the general performance of data assimilation and 

then demonstrating detailed analysis results, is reasonable. 

 

3) Section 5.1: Why do you perform the validation at only 4 Shadoz websites ? I think it will be more 

rigorous to have a comparison for all the sites otherwise one can think that you chose to show the 

sites for which it works well. You could show some of the comparisons and present the results of all 



the comparisons in term of bias, correlation and rms for the LT and UT in a table. You can also refer 

to the extensive validation of the CHASER-DAS system presented in Miyasaki et al. (2012a), if this is 

relevant (see my question 1). 

 

 The following sentence has been added: 

“Ozonesonde observations from 39 locations (9 locations in the tropics) have been used to validate the 

global ozone profiles (see Sect. 6.3). In the tropics, the data assimilation reduces the mean ozone 

concentration bias: by 11 % in the lower troposphere (750-450 hPa), by 63 % in the middle troposphere 

(450-200 hPa), and by 79 % in the upper troposphere (200-90 hPa) in January. Similar improvements 

were reported before by Miyazaki et al. (2012a).” 

 

4) Section 3.2.1: The parameterization of Price and Rind (1992) should be only applied to convective 

clouds. I wonder whether you apply it to every cloud. Indeed, LNOx over oceans in figure 7 is 

maximum in the lower troposphere below 900hPa. This seems unrealistic. Please clarify this point. 

 

 The parameterization was applied to convective clouds only. This is clearly described in the revised 

manuscript as follow: 

“The global distribution of the flash rate is calculated in CHASER for convective clouds on the basis of 

the observed relation between the lightning activity and the cloud top height (Price and Rind, 1992) in the 

AGCM at each forecast step.” 

 

 The AGCM tended to produce low convective clouds over the oceans, and thus lower tropospheric 

source maxima are produced. Even when high convective clouds are simulated, lower tropospheric 

LNOx source maxima could be present because of the averages of individual LNOx profiles with 

different cloud top height (i.e., the lower maxima are always present in the lower troposphere but the 

upper maxima occur at various altitudes). The following explanation is provided in the manuscript: 

“Over the oceans, persistent strong sources associated with the simulated low clouds and the occurrence 

of IC flashes are predicted in the lower troposphere. Data assimilation further increases the lower 

tropospheric sources by a factor of up to two.” 

 

 The following sentence has been added in Sections 4.3 and 6.1.1 to discuss the reality of the analyzed 

LNOx sources over the oceans: 

“We note that errors in the OMI tropospheric NO2 column retrievals could cause large uncertainties in 

the analyzed LNOx sources over the oceans, as will be discussed in Section 6.1.1.” 

“It is emphasized that low NO2 concentrations over the oceans are mostly smaller than the OMI noise 



level. Errors related to the separation of stratospheric and tropospheric NO2 could also cause errors in the 

OMI tropospheric NO2 column retrievals (Lamsal et al., 2010; Boersma et al., 2011). These may cause 

large uncertainties in the analyzed LNOx sources, especially over the oceans.” 

 

5) In Pickering et al. (1998), 3 vertical profiles of LNOx are provided depending on the environment 

(land/ocean, tropical/midlatitudes). It is not clear if you used these 3 profiles or only one of them. 

Can you be more precise on this point? 

 

 The following sentences have been added: 

“The three profiles provided by Pickering et al. (1998) is averaged and applied in the parameterization.” 

 

6) Section 4.4 : I do not understand your explanation for the negative analysis increment in the upper 

tropospheric LNOx obtained from the assimilation of TES (figure 8) due to the negative bias of TES 

in the UT. I thought TES had a general small positive bias in the upper troposphere according to 

Worden et al. (2006) and Nassar et al. (2008). In this last paper, the only systematic negative bias 

occur in southern subtropics. In figure 8, the negative analysis increment due to TES is for the 

southern tropics and also for the northern midlatitudes. 

 

 Although the reason for the negative increment is not very clear from the analysis, the positive bias in 

the simulated O3 concentrations in the UTLS region (Fig. 11 in Miyazaki et al. (2012a)) could be partly 

responsible for the negative increment. The sentence has been rewritten as: 

“The negative analysis increments in the upper tropospheric LNOx sources obtained from the 

assimilation of TES O3 data likely arises from the TES negative bias (up to 20 %) from the upper 

troposphere to the lower stratosphere in the southern subtropics, see e.g. Nassar et al. (2008), whereas 

those in the northern mid-latitudes may be associated with the positive bias in the simulated O3 

(Miyazaki et al., 2012a).” 

 

7) section 6.1.4 : Could you explain the latest step in the calculation of the total error (p 29230 l 

l2-18) ? 

 

 The explanation has been expanded. 

 

8) When speaking about lightning activity over the ocean in section 6.2.1 you can refer to Boccippio, 

Dennis J., 2002: Lightning Scaling Relations Revisited. J. Atmos. Sci., 59, 1086–1104. It is shown in 

this paper that the lightning parameterization of Price and Rind (1992) over the oceans is not 



consistent with observations. 

 

 The following sentence has been added: 

“Boccippio (2002) also pointed out inconsistencies between the scheme of Price and Rind (1992) and 

satellite observations over the ocean.” 

 

Minor comments: 

Page 29206 line 10: ‘etc’ to be removed 

 

 Removed. 

 

Page 29207 line 14: could you put the expression of the observation operator in section 3.1.2 ? Please 

also clarify the explanation of the expression. In particular, please better define the operators S and A 

and explain the utility of H. 

 

 The sentences have been written as: 

“The observation operator (H) is constructed on the basis of the spatial interpolation operator (S), the a 

priori profile (xa) and the averaging kernel (A), which maps the model fields ($x$: N- (the system 

dimension) dimensional state vector) into observation space (y: p- (the number of observation) 

dimensional observational vector) while taking into account the vertical averaging implicit in the 

observations as follows:” 

 The following sentences have been added: 

“The spatial interpolation operator (S) is first applied to the model fields x in order to interpolate to the 

horizontal location of each observation and the height of each of the vertical layers. The averaging kernel 

(A) is then applied to define the sensitivity of the satellite retrieved state to changes to the true state. For 

weak absorbers, the a priori profile (xapriori) does not, or only weakly, influence the relative 

model-observation difference (Eskes and Boersma, 2003). The averaging kernel (A) and the a priori 

profile (xapriori) information provided for each retrieval is used in the data assimilation.” 

 

Page 29212 line 14: the ensemble mean analysis is then Page 29213, line 13: typo 

 

 Corrected. 

 

Page29221 l 20-24, could you put the influence of the length of the assimilation cycle in the discussion of 

the errors in section 6.1.3? 



 

 The following sentence has been added to Section 6.1.3: 

“The choice of the length of the data assimilation cycle could also influence the data assimilation result 

associated with distinct diurnal variations in tropospheric chemistry.” 

 

Page 29224, line 4: 153 S -> 15S Page 29229, line 2: typo 

 

Corrected.  



Author comments in reply to the anonymous referee on “Global lightning NOx production 

estimated by an assimilation of multiple satellite datasets” by K. Miyazaki et al. 

 

 We want to thank the referee for the helpful comments and suggestions. We have revised the 

manuscript according to the comments, and hope that the revised version of the manuscript is now 

suitable for publication. Below are the referee comments in italics with our replies in normal font.  

 

Reply to Referee #3 

 

1. The a posteriori lightning NOx product will reflect corrections to convolved errors in the model 

representation of both flash activity and NOx yields per flash. The lightning flash rate was not 

assimilated (satellite coverage is poor; global ground networks have low detection efficiencies). 

However, the flash rate parameterization was also not adjusted to match the satellite climatology 

from LIS/OTD, as is done for most global models. This is surprising, because the global lightning 

flash rate distribution is the best-known aspect of the lightning NOx source. If the authors wish to 

maintain discussion of the assimilated LNOx emissions in the individual context of the unconstrained 

flash rate (Section 6.2.1) versus NOx yields per flash (Section 6.2.2) –Âa ̆both of which have very 

large uncertainties in models – then the flash rate distribution of the model should be shown and 

quantitatively evaluated against the spatial and seasonal distribution from LIS/OTD. The authors 

seem to suggest that the lightning flash rate parameterization performs very well when unconstrained, 

which would be a very surprising result in the context of the literature (e.g., Tost et al., 2007), and 

therefore should be documented. 

 

 Evaluation results using the LIS/OTD measurements are shown in Tables 1, 7, 8, and in Figs. 2, 14 in 

the revised manuscript. To discuss the results, the following sentences have been added in Section 3.2.1: 

 “Table 1 and Figure 2 compare the global flash rate between the LIS/OTD high resolution monthly 

climatology (HRMC) data (Cecil et al., 2014) and the model parameterisation. Compared with the 

observations, the global distribution of the total flash rate is generally reproduced by the model.” 

 “Mainly because of the low bias over central Africa, the model underestimates the annual flash rate in 

the tropics (20S-20N) by about 27 %, leading to about 13 % underestimation in the global total flash 

rate.” 

 The relevant sentence in Section 7 has been rewritten as follow: 

 “First, errors in flash rates can explain only a small fraction of the uncertainty in LNOx estimates, as the 

main observed features of the annual global flash rate are generally reproduced by the model, except for 

the large low bias over central Africa.” 



 The evaluation results for the flash rate and the NO production efficiency using the LIS/OTD 

observations are discussed in Section 6.2.1 and Section 6.2.2, respectively, in the revised manuscript. 

Please also see my reply below. 

 

2. The technique used here should not be able to distinguish between co-located NOx emission sources 

in a grid cell (e.g., surface lightning and anthropogenic sources, free tropospheric aircraft and 

lightning), and assumably depends on the a priori fraction of emissions for source attribution. If this 

is the case, some discussion should be included as it pertains to the results presented here. E.g., if the 

Ott et al. (2010) vertical probability distributions for lightning emissions were used instead of 

Pickering et al. (1998), which had a much smaller fraction emitted in the boundary layer, then the 

assimilation would attribute more of its surface NOx corrections to anthropogenic sources than 

lightning, which would influence the total lightning NOx value. Corrections of biases in surface 

sources in strongly polluted but lightning-prone regions (e.g., Gulf Coast, Congo) may be 

erroneously ascribed to lightning. Similarly, it is unclear to me how this technique could be used to 

differentiate between IC and CG flash yields, unless they have very separate spatiotemporal 

signatures from one another. 

 

 The combined use of the multiple datasets with different vertical sensitivities will provide some 

information on the vertical LNOx profile (see section 6.2.3) and allows the assimilation to distinguish 

between the surface NOx emissions and LNOx sources as described in Section 3.2.2. Furthermore, 

transport from the source region is different for sources at different altitudes. In the boundary layer, the 

LNOx fraction can in principle be constrained in a meaningful way if it is the dominant source. In case of 

strong, simultaneous surface sources the emission adjustments will be distributed according to the 

assumed errors in the surface and lightning sources, and the a priori fraction of the NOx emissions (see 

Section 6.1.3). As suggested by the referee, use of a different a priori LNOx profile may indeed affect the 

LNOx source analysis.   

 

 The relevant sentence in Section 6.1.3 has been written as: 

 “Therefore, the estimated LNOx sources could have large uncertainties, especially where the surface 

emissions are large and variable.” 

 

 The importance of separately estimating for IC and CG flashes is discussed in Section 6.2.2. The 

following sentence has been added in Section 3.2.2: 

“The data assimilation optimizes the multiplication factors for the total LNOx sources, and does not 

separately optimise for IG and CG flashes. 



 

 The following sentence has been added in Section 6.2.3: 

“When the observational constraints are insufficient to adjust the vertical profiles, changes in a priori 

LNOx source profiles (e.g., from the profiles of Pickering et al. (1998) to those of Ott et al. (2010)) or 

changes in the vertical structure of the covariance matrix will affect the analysed profiles.” 

 

Specific Comments 

p29206 l25-27 - Does it not also have the potential to introduce larger errors if uncertainties are large in 

the additional constraint? e.g., the bias in TES UT ozone as shown in Fig. 8? 

   

 Additional error sources can be introduced by simultaneous data assimilation. This point is discussed in 

Section 6.1.1. 

 

p29206 l29 - I suspect the “while” is erroneous? 

 

 Replaced by “whole”. 

 

p29207 l13-17 - Equation 1 would be better placed in Section 3. 

 

 Moved to Section 3.1.2. 

 

p29207 l23 - remove subjective term “strong,” perhaps replace with “useful” 

 

 Replaced. 

 

p29208 l23-25 - There appears to be a missing word after “halfway”? 

 

 Replaced by “in the middle of the clouds”. 

 

p29210 l6-10 - Version and access date should be given for the OMI/MLS product, which has changed 

over time. 

 

 Added. 

 

p29211 l25 – p29212 l4 - What is meant by “based on”? 



 

 Replaced by “obtained from”. 

 

p29212 l3-4 - The authors should compare the aircraft emissions used here in the context other estimates 

from the literature (e.g., Wilkerson et al., 2010, http://doi.dx.org/10.5194/acp-10-6391-2010). The 

interpretation of the assimilated LNOx results will be sensitive to uncertainty in aircraft emissions, which 

should be acknowledged. 

 

 The sentence has been rewritten as: 

“The total NOx emission by aircraft is obtained from EDGAR as 0.55 TgN yr-1, which is similar to a 

more recent estimate of 0.49 TgN yr-1 for 2004 (Wilkerson et al., 2010).” 

  

The following sentence has been added in Section 6.1.2: 

“Although the aircraft NOx emissions likely have relatively small uncertainties (e.g., Wilkerson et al., 

2010), the LNOx source estimates might be influenced by errors in the aircraft emissions especially along 

the major flight routes in the northern extratropics.” 

 

Section 3.1.2. This section could use clarification, particularly for readers not familiar with data 

assimilation and/or EnKF. It would be helpful to include a sentence or two that qualitatively describe 

how the EnKF works. Does the error covariance matrix take into account errors in the observations (e.g., 

those discussed in Section 6.1.1), or does EnKF blindly treat all the satellite products as truth, even in 

instances where we know the observations to be poor or highly uncertain? What averaging kernels are 

used in H(x), assumably those from each satellite product? What is the value of k? 

 

 Section 3.1.2 has been expanded and reformulated. The following sentences have been added: 

“The EnKF uses an ensemble forecast to estimate the background error covariance matrix. The advantage 

of the EnKF over 4D-VAR is its easy implementation for complicated systems; i.e., it does not require 

the development of an adjoint code. The EnKF data assimilation technique employed is local ensemble 

transform Kalman filter (LETKF, Hunt et al., 2007). The LETKF scheme, which is based on the 

ensemble square root filter (SRF) method (e.g., Whitaker and Hamill, 2002), generates an analysis 

ensemble mean and covariance that satisfy the Kalman filter equations for linear models. The LETKF has 

conceptual and computational advantages over the original EnKF. The analysis performed locally in 

space and time reduces sampling errors caused by limited ensemble size, which also enable us to perform 

parallel computation. The computational advantages are important for this study because of the large 

state vector size.” 



“The spatial interpolation operator (S) is first applied to the model fields x in order to interpolate to the 

horizontal location of each observation and the height of each of the vertical layers. The averaging kernel 

(A) is then applied to define the sensitivity of the estimated state to changes to the true state. Because of 

the operator, the a priori profile (xapriori) does not, or only weakly, influence the model-observation 

difference in the data assimilation. The averaging kernel (A) and the a priori profile (xapriori) 

information provided for each retrieval is used in the data assimilation.” 

“In conclusion, the data assimilation updates model variables (the concentrations and the emission 

multiplication factors) for every grid point. This analysis is based on the observational information (i.e., 

the satellite retrievals) and the background error covariance estimated from the ensemble forecast with 48 

members in our case. The estimated concentrations and emissions are used as initial conditions in the 

next step of ensemble model simulations and updated at every analysis step (i.e., 100 min.).” 

 

p29213 l22-23, p29231 l9-10 neglect to acknowledge the existence of ground-based networks with global 

coverage, e.g., the World Wide Lightning Location Network (WWLLN; Abarca et al., 2010, 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1029/2009JD013411) or Vaisala’s GLD360. 

 

 The sentence has been rewritten as: 

“The ground-based operational lightning detection networks (e.g., the World Wide Lightning Location 

Network (WWLLN)) provide lightning maps but they have low detection efficiencies (Abarca et al., 

2010), whereas satellite instruments provide limited coverage on a daily basis.” 

 

p29214 l6-10 - why was a global scaling factor chosen to give 41.2 flashes s-1, rather than one to match 

the climatological value from satellites? Also, the more recent climatology using the combined LIS and 

OTD instruments (46 flashes s-1; Cecil et al., 2012, http://doi.dx.org/10.1016/j.atmosres.2012.06.028) 

should be referenced, instead of the old OTD-only reference. 

 

 The scaling factor was used to obtain a realistic flash estimate based on a comparison with an older 

observation data. The sentences have been rewritten as: 

“A globally and annually constant tuning factor is applied for the total flash frequency in CHASER 

simulations to obtain a realistic estimate of the global total flash occurrence, whereas the spatial 

distribution of the flash frequency is determined by the model parameterization.” 

“The simulated average global flash rate for 2007 is 41.2 flashes s-1, which is comparable to the 

climatological estimates of 44+-5 flashes s-1 derived from the Optical Transient Detector (OTD) 

measurements (Christian et al., 2003) and 46 flashes s-1 derived from the Lightning Imaging Sensor 

(LIS) and OTD measurements (Cecil et al., 2014). The difference between the model simulation and the 



observations is partly attributed to interannual variations in flash activity; the annual total flash rate for 

the latitude band 35S-35N in 2007 observed from the LIS measurement is about 3 % lower than those 

from the climatology. Because only LIS measurements are available in 2007 and because the global 

coverage was not obtained, this study uses the climatological observations obtained from a combination 

of LIS and OTD measurements to validate the global flash rate.” 

  

p29214 l20-24 - z is not the IC/CG ratio as stated by the authors, but the CG proportion of total flashes. 

(Otherwise, setting z to zero makes no sense). Also, the coefficients for z given here are those from Price 

and Rind (1993, http://dx.doi.org/10.1029/93GL00226), not those in Price et al. (1997). 

 

 Corrected. 

 

p29214 l26 – p29215 l1, p29232 l18-19 - The difference in yields between IC and CG flashes is still very 

uncertain. Comparison of what is used here with the literature should be given. Most recent work 

suggests the CG/IC production ratio should be closer to unity, cf. Table 19 of Schumann and Huntrieser 

(2007), although not all (e.g., Koshak et al., 2013; http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.atmosres.2012.12.015). 

 

 The sentences have been rewritten as: 

“Second, following Price et al. (1997), the LNOx source amounts are calculated on the basis of a�

lightning NO production of 1100 moles per CG flash and 110 moles per IC flash, with a mean energy per 

CG flash of 6.7x10^9 J flash-1.” 

“However, it has been suggested that the ratio should be closer to 1 than to 10 (Gallardo and Cooray, 

1996; Fehr et al., 2004; DeCaria et al., 2005), although a more recent estimate by Koshaz et al (2014) 

showed the ratio to be closer to 10.” 

 

p29215 l1-5 - Were the Pickering et al. (1998) profiles scaled to local cloud top height, or were fixed 

altitudes used? Why were the Pickering et al. (1998) profiles used instead of the Ott et al. (2010) 

profiles? 

 

 The Pickering et al. (1998) profiles were scaled to local cloud top height. CHASER uses the Pickering 

et al. (2008) profiles because the Ott et al. (2010) profiles were not available when CHASER was 

developed (and the model has not yet been updated). 

 

p29216 l4 - “lighting” should be “lightning.” 

 



 Corrected. 

 

p29216 l5-6 - The Cooper et al. (2007) and Hudman et al. (2007) studies examined North America, not 

the tropical upper troposphere. Better references for comparison would be Sauvage et al. (2007, 

http://dx.doi.org/10.5194/acp-7-815-2007) or Murray et al. (2012), who examined the influence of 

lightning in the tropics. 

 

 Corrected. 

 

p29221 l3-7 - The assimilated changes in mean OH could be independently evaluated by comparison to 

the methyl chloroform and methane lifetimes, available from observational constraints (cf. John et al., 

2012, and references therein; http://dx.doi.org/10.5194/acp-12-12021-2012). In addition to OH, I would 

also expect a major benefit of the multiple-species to be in its ability to constrain ozone production 

efficiencies (OPE, which may be approximated as PO3/PHNO3, cf. Cooper et al., 2010, 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1029/2010JD015056), which are non-linearly dependent on NOx, and would be 

important for inversely determining LNOx emissions from ozone observations. 

 

 Evaluations of the analysed OH fields and the OPE are very interesting topics. However, these are 

beyond the main scope of this study and should be discussed in a separate paper. To note the importance, 

the following sentence has been added in Section 4.2: 

“The simultaneous assimilation also has the ability to constrain ozone production efficiencies (OPE) 

through the NOx-CO-OH-O3 set of chemical reactions, which may improve the LNOx source estimation 

with the assimilation of TES O3 data. Detailed analyses are required to measure the impact of the 

simultaneous assimilation on OPE.” 

 

p29222 Section 5.1 - The authors might consider showing Ascension instead of Irene, given the expected 

strong influence of lightning on the South Atlantic ozone maximum, the dominant mode of seasonal 

variability in tropical ozone (e.g., Sauvage et al., JGR, 2007, http://dx.doi.org/10.1029/2006JD008008). 

 

 Added. 

 

p29223 l4-5 - Convection and lightning are heavily parameterized everywhere in the model. Please cut, 

or give an objective argument as to why tropical W Pacific is expected to have worse convection or 

lightning than elsewhere in the model. 

 



 The sentence has been rewritten as: 

“Large uncertainties in the LNOx sources are expected over the tropical western Pacific because of errors 

in the tropical Pacific ITCZ cumulus clouds simulated by the AGCM (Emori et al., 2005).” 

 

p29223 l15-17 - Please clarify what is being compared in these sentences. 

 

 The following sentence has been added: 

“The analysed NO2 and O3 concentrations show better agreements with the observations (Fig. 11) 

because of the simultaneous data assimilation.” 

 

p29224 l26-27 - Please justify why large uncertainties in cumulus cloud and biomass burning activity are 

"expected" in this region 

 

 The sentence has been rewritten as follow: 

 “In this region, large uncertainties in the simulated cumulus cloud and biomass burning activity are 

expected, as suggested by Emori et al. (2005) and Stroppiana et al. (2010), respectively.” 

 

p29228 l18 - “tests is” should be “tests are” 

 

 Corrected. 

 

p29228 l25-28 - Please clarify what is meant by the phrases “mean analysis spread” and “spin-up 

period for the assimilation” (I thought Kalman filters only require the previous state?). Also, “week” 

should be plural. 

 

 The sentences have been rewritten as 

”The mean analysis spread, as estimated by transforming the background ensemble in the data 

assimilation (c.f., Eq. (4)), is about 0.9 TgNyr-1 for the annual global source strength” 

“The LNOx analysis is obtained from information of roughly two weeks of measurements, as 

demonstrated by the spin-up period of the assimilation (i.e., the spin-up period was required to obtain a 

converged solution in the analysis)” 

 

p29231 l16-19, p29237 l2-3 - I find this conclusion weak unless more is done to objectively evaluate the 

flash rate distribution in the model. It could easily be due to a systematic low bias in the a priori NOx 

production per flash over the ocean. Whether or not this is primarily due to underestimation of (1) the 



flash rate, or (2) NOx yields per flash over marine regions could be determined by comparison of the 

simulated flash rates with the LIS/OTD climatology. 

 

 Table 7 and the following discussions have been added in Section 6.2.1: 

“We note that comparisons against the LIS/OTD observations consistently reveal a larger 

underestimation in the parameterised global flash rate over the oceans (about 27 %) than over land (about 

5 %). On the other hand, over the tropical oceans (Pacific, Atlantic, and Indian Oceans), the difference 

between the observed and the parameterised flash rate is relatively small, as summarised in Table 7. This 

suggests that errors in the NOx production efficiency rather than those in the flash rate could be 

responsible for the large increase in the LNOx sources over the tropical oceans. This will be further 

discussed in Sect. 6.2.2.” 

  

 The relevant discussions in Section 6.2.2 have been rewritten as follow: 

“The annual global LNOx source from our estimates corresponds to a mean NO production of about 350 

mol flash-1 based on the parameterized flash rate, as summarized in Table 7. Because errors in the 

parameterized flash rate influence this estimation, we also use the LIS/OTD climatological observations; 

a global mean NO production of about 310 mol flash-1 is estimated using the flash observations. Both 

these values are within the range of most other recent estimates.” 

“Our analysis for July consistently reveals a large production per flash of 430 and 350 mol of NO in the 

NH (20-90N) compared to 360 and 240 mol of NO in the tropics (20S-20N) based on the parameterised 

flash rate and the LIS/OTD observations, respectively. There are also obvious regional differences; e.g., a 

large production per flash of about 440 and 570 are estimated for the northern Eurasia continent based on 

the parameterised flash rate and the LIS/OTD observations, respectively, as summarised in Table 7 and 

shown in Fig. 14. The detailed spatial structures in the production efficiencies estimated from the 

analysed LNOx sources and the observed and the parameterised flash rates (Fig. 14) may reflect not only 

variations in flash characteristics but also noises and errors in the assimilated and flash measurements 

(c.f., Section 6.1.2). Note that the production efficiency estimated using the observed flash rate becomes 

unrealistically large locally where the observed flash rate is much smaller than the model flash rate.” 

 

 The following paragraph has been also added in Section 6.2.2: 

“The NO production efficiencies estimated using the simulated total LNOx sources and the simulated 

flash rate by the model parameterization (without any assimilation) are about 20 % lower over land and 

about 11 % lower over the oceans, compared with those estimated using the analysed LNOx sources and 

the LIS/OTD observations. The obtained results imply general underestimations in the NOx production 

efficiency simulated by the model, although there are obvious regional differences in the estimates (Table 



7). The underestimation could be attributed to errors either in the parameterised IC/CG flash ratio (c.f., 

Eq. (5)) or in the assumptions on the production efficiency of IC and CG flashes.” 

 

The following sentence has added in Section 7: 

“It is also suggested that the model parameterisation may underestimate the annual and global mean NO 

production efficiency by about 10 % over land and 20 % over the oceans.” 

 

p29231 l23-24 - 6.3 Tg N yr-1 using a global mean flash rate of 46 flashes s-1 from the LIS/OTD 

climatology corresponds to 310 mol per flash. Do you expect your 41.2 flashes s-1 for 2006 could be 

explained by interannual variability in the global mean lightning flash rate? 

 

 Please see my reply above. 

 

p29232 l10-14 - An extremely useful figure for the community would be a map of the average NOx yield 

per flash, calculated by using the assimilated LNOx emissions divided by the flash rate distribution from 

(1) the model parameterization, and (2) the LIS/OTD climatology. This would be helpful for informing 

CTMs/CCMs as how to implement differential LNOx yields per flash, which are typically done in 

arbitrary manner, but necessary for matching global ozone distributions. To me, this is the most useful 

and unique scientific contribution enabled by this work. The greatest uncertainty global models face at 

present in reproducing the lightning NOx source is in NOx yields per flash, since most constrain the flash 

rate magnitude and distribution to the LIS/OTD climatology. 

 

 Thank you for your advice. In the revised paper, Table 7 and Fig. 14 demonstrate the NO production 

efficiencies estimated from the model flash rate and the LIS/OTD observations. Table 8 compares our 

estimates with other estimates.  

 

 The following sentence has been added in Section 6.3: 

”The annual global LNOx source from our estimates corresponds to a mean NO production of about 310 

mol flash-1 based on the LIS/OTD climatological observations. This value is also within most of the 

recent estimates (c.f., Table 8).” 

 

 Please also see my reply above. 

 

p29237 l7-8 - Please rephrase to make it clear that this is because errors in simulated flash rates are 

small in this study. Many CTM studies find it necessary to constrain the lightning flash rates for their 



ozone simulations (e.g., Martin et al., 2007; Sauvage et al., 2007; Jourdain et al., 2010; Allen et al., 

2010; Murray et al., 2012). 

 

 The sentence has been rewritten as: 

“First, errors in flash rates can explain only a small fraction of the uncertainty in LNOx estimates, as the 

main observed features of the annual global flash rate are generally reproduced by the model, except for 

the large low bias over central Africa.”  

 

Fig. 9 - superfluous axis labels and titles could be removed to increase panel box sizes 

 

 Removed. 

 

Fig. 12 caption should clearly state which difference is taken (I assume with minus without the 

cloud-covered observations)? 

 

 Corrected. 
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\begin{abstract}
""The"global"source"of"lightning:produced"\chem{NO_x}"(\chem{LNO_x})"is
""es1mated"by"assimila1ng"observa1ons"of"\chem{NO_2},"\chem{O_3},
""\chem{HNO_3},"and"\chem{CO}"measured"by"mul1ple"satellite
""measurements"into"a"chemical"transport"model."Included"are"observa1ons"from"the"Ozone"
Monitoring
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""Instrument"(OMI),"Microwave"Limb"Sounder"(MLS),"Tropospheric
""Emission"Spectrometer"(TES),"and"Measurements"of"Pollu1on"in"the
""Troposphere"(MOPITT)"instruments."The"assimila1on"of"mul1ple
""chemical"datasets"with"different"ver1cal"sensi1vity"profiles
""provides"comprehensive"constraints"on"the"global"\chem{LNO_x}"source"while
""improving"the"representa1ons"of"the"en1re"chemical"system
""affec1ng"atmospheric"\chem{NO_x},"including"surface"emissions"and
""inflows"from"the"stratosphere."The"annual"global"\chem{LNO_x}"source"amount
""and"NO"produc1on"efficiency"are"es1mated"at"6.3\,\unit{Tg\,N\,yr^{:1}}
""and"3510\,\unit{mol\,NO\,flash^{:1}},"respec1vely."Sensi1vity"studies"with
""perturbed"satellite"datasets,"model"and"data"assimila1on"seqngs
""leads"to"an"error"es1mate"of"about"1.4\,\unit{Tg\,N\,yr^{:1}}"on"this
""global"\chem{LNO_x}"source."These"es1mates"are"significantly"different"from
""those"es1mated"from"a"parameter"inversion"that"op1mises"only"the"\chem{LNO_x}"source"
from"those derived from \chem{NO_2}"observa1ons"alone,"which"may"lead"to

""an"overes1mate"of"the"source"adjustment."The"total"\chem{LNO_x}"source"is
""predominantly"corrected"by"the"assimila1on"of"OMI"\chem{NO_2}
""observa1ons,"while"TES"and"MLS"observa1ons"add"important
""constraints"on"the"ver1cal"source"profile."The"results"indicate
""that"the"widely"used"lightning"parameteriza1on"based"on"the"C:shape
""assump1on"underes1mates"the"source"in"the"upper"troposphere"and
""overes1mates"the"peak"source"height"by"up"to"about"1\,\unit{km}
""over"land"and"the"tropical"western"Pacific."Adjustments"are"larger
""over"ocean"than"over"land,"sugges1ng"that"the"cloud"height
""dependence"is"too"weak"over"the"ocean"in"the"Price"and"Rind"(1992)
""approach."The"significantly"improved"agreement"between"the"analysed
""ozone"fields"and"independent"observa1ons"gives"confidence"in"the
""performance"of"the"\chem{LNO_x}"source"es1ma1on.
\end{abstract}

\introduc1on
Lightning:produced"\chem{NO_x}"(\chem{LNO_x})"plays"an"important"role
in"tropospheric"chemistry"through"influences"on"ozone"forma1on"and
oxida1on"capacity"(e.g."Schumann"and"Huntrieser,"2007,"and"references
therein)."\chem{LNO_x}"accounts"for"only"about"10::20\,{\%}"of"the
global"\chem{NO_x}"sources,"but"is"the"most"dominant"source"in"the
upper"troposphere"(e.g."Galloway"et~al.,"2004)."A~small"frac1on"of"\chem{LNO_x}"can"lead"to
significant"ozone"produc1on"in"the"upper"troposphere"(Thompson
et~al.,"1994),"because"the"\chem{O_3}"produc1on"efficiency"per
\chem{NO_x}"molecule"typically"increases"with"height"owing"to"the



longer"life1me"of"\chem{NO_x}"and"the"highly"non:linear"dependence"of
ozone"produc1on"on"\chem{NO_x}"(Pickering"et~al.,"1998;"Mar1n
et~al.,"2000;"Jenkins"and"Ryu,"2004)."Therefore,"accurate"es1mates"of
\chem{LNO_x}"source"strength"and"its"global"distribu1on"are"important
for"understanding"tropospheric"chemical"systems"and"for"improving
chemical"transport"models"(CTMs).

The"lightning"and"subsequent"\chem{NO_x}"forma1on"are"es1mated"with
the"aid"of"parameteriza1ons"in"CTMs."Various"schemes"have"been
developed"for"determining"the"global"distribu1on"of"flashes"and
\chem{LNO_x}"sources"on"the"basis"of"assump1ons"regarding"the
\chem{NO_x}"produc1on"efficiency"per"flash,"energy"ra1o"of
cloud:to:ground"(CG)"flashes"to"intra:cloud"(IC)"flashes,"and"ver1cal
source"profiles"(Schumann"and"Huntrieser,"2007)."The"parameteriza1ons
are"generally"too"simplified"and"have"large"uncertain1es."First,"theany
lightning"parameteriza1on"cannot"fully"represent"the"regional
variability"of"lightning"ac1vity"(e.g."Boccippio,"2002;"Jourdain
et~al.,"2010)."Second,"most"studies"have"assumed"that"the"energy"ra1o
of"CG"flashes"and"IC"flashes"equals"10,"but"this"ra1o"is"likely"to
have"a~much"smaller"value"(e.g."DeCaria"et~al.,"2000;"Fehr"et~al.,
2004;"DeCaria"et~al.,"2005;"OP"et~al.,"2007,"2010)."Third,"assump1on"of"a~C:shaped"ver1cal"
\chem{LNO_x}"profile,
with"a~first"maximum"in"the"upper"troposphere"and"a~second"maximum"in
the"boundary"layer"as"proposed"by"Pickering"et~al.~(1998),"may"place
too"much"\chem{NO_x}"near"the"surface"and"too"liPle"in"the"middle"and
upper"troposphere"(e.g."OP"et~al.,"2010).

The"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"can"be"op1mized"through"a~top:down"approach,
in"which"es1mates"of"the"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"are"obtained"by"finding
the"best"match"between"model"and"observa1ons."Tropospheric
\chem{NO_2}"column"observa1ons"from"satellite"instruments"have"been
used"to"constrain"the"global"\chem{LNO_x}"source"(e.g."Boersma"et~al.,
2005;"Beirle"et~al.,"2006;"Mar1n"et~al.,"2007;"Lin,"2012)."In"these
es1mates,"however,"the"mismatches"between"observed"and"simulated
\chem{NO_2}"concentra1ons"are"influenced"by"not"only"the"\chem{LNO_x}
sources"but"also"by"other"processes"such"as"surface"emissions,
stratospheric"inflows,"and"chemical"produc1on"and"loss
processes."Errors"in"these"processes"other"than"those"in"the"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"could"
cause"large"uncertain1es"in"the
\chem{LNO_x}"source"es1mates"when"observa1ons"are"used"to"constrain



only"the"\chem{LNO_x}"sources.

Satellite"measurements"of"chemical"species"other"than"\chem{NO_2}
provide"important"constraints"on"the"\chem{LNO_x}"source"by
constraining"the"chemical"interac1ons"with"\chem{NO_x} etc"and"by
reducing"errors"in"other"chemical"species"that"influence"the
\chem{NO_x}"chemistry."Mar1n"et~al."(2007)"demonstrated"the"ability"of"satellite"
\chem{NO_2},"\chem{O_3},"and"\chem{HNO_3}"measurements"to"constrain"the"
\chem{LNO_x}"source."Advanced"data"assimila1on"techniques,"such"as
four:dimensional"varia1on"(4-D:Var)"and"ensemble"Kalman"filtering
(EnKF),"are"powerful"tools"to"combine"mul1ple"observa1ons"with
models"to"obtain"comprehensive"constraints"on"\chem{LNO_x}
sources."The"4D:Var"requires"minimiza1on"algorithms"to"compute"gradient"informa1on"with"
adjoint"models,"in"which"the"necessity"of"the"development"and"maintenance"of"the"adjoint"
model"is"the"main"disadvantage"of"4D:Var.
The"EnKF"differs"from"4:D:Var"by"allowing"us"to"take
advantage"of"the"detailed"chemical"processes"in"a~CTM"without
developing"an"adjoint"code.

Based"on"the"EnKF"approach,"Miyazaki"et~al.~(2012a)"developed"a~data
assimila1on"system"(CHASER:DAS)"using"a~global"CTM"CHASER"(chemical
atmospheric"general"circula1on"model"for"study"of"the"atmospheric
environment"and"radia1ve"forcing)."CHASER:DAS"simultaneously
op1mizes"the"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"and"the"surface"emissions"of
\chem{NO_x}"and"\chem{CO}"as"well"as"the"concentra1ons"of"35"chemical
species"including"the"assimilated"species"(\chem{NO_2},"\chem{O_3},"\chem{HNO_3},"and"
\chem{CO}),"while"taking"into"account"the"chemical"interac1ons"through
error"covariance."The"simultaneous"op1miza1on"of"severalvarious"chemical

fields"improves"the"representa1on"of"the"whole"chemical"system"and
thus"reduces"the"model::observa1on"mismatch"arising"from
non:\chem{LNO_x}"sources"and"chemical"processes."Therefore,"this
approach"has"the"poten1al"to"improve"global"es1mates"of"\chem{LNO_x}
sources"when"compared"to"previous"top:down"approaches"that"op1mize
\chem{LNO_x}"sources"only."In"this"study,"CHASER:DAS"is"u1lized"to
assimilate"mul1ple"satellite"datasets"in"order"to"analyzse"the"global
\chem{LNO_x}"sources,"including"the"ver1cal"profiles,"for"the"whiole
year"2007."Compared"to"the"system"described"in"Miyazaki"et"al."(2012a),"several"updates"have"
been"applied"to"the"data"assimila1on"seqngs"on"the"a"priori"emissions"and"the"assimilated"
measurements.



The"rest"of"this"paper"is"structured"as"follows:"Sect.ion~2"describes"the
observa1ons"used"for"assimila1on"and"valida1on."Sec1on~3
introduces"the"data"assimila1on"system."Sec1on~4"presents"the
results"of"the"global"\chem{LNO_x}"source"es1ma1on."Sec1on~5
presents"the"regional"\chem{LNO_x}"structure"over"the"Pacific"and
central"Africa."Sec1on~6"discusses"the"possible"errors"in"the"source
es1ma1on"and"the"implica1ons"for"the"lightning
parameteriza1ons."Sec1on~7"summarizes"this"study.

\sec1on{Data}

\subsec1on{Assimilated"data}

As"depicted"in"Fig.~1,"the"\chem{LNO_x}"source"is"es1mated"from
a~simultaneous"assimila1on"of"\chem{NO_2},"\chem{O_3},"CO,"and
\chem{HNO_3}"retrievals"from"satellite"measurements"by"the"Ozone
Monitoring"Instrument"(OMI),"Tropospheric"Emission"Spectrometer"(TES),
Microwave"Limb"Sounder"(MLS),"and"Measurement"of"Pollu1on"in"the
Troposphere"(MOPITT)"instruments."The observation operator,
\begin{equation}
y= H(x) = x_{\mathrm{a}} + \mathbf{A} (S(x)-x_{\mathrm{a}}),
\end{equation}
is constructed on the basis of the spatial interpolation operator
($S$), the a~priori profile ($x_{\mathrm{a}}$) and the averaging
kernel ($\mathbf{A}$), which maps the model fields ($x$) into
observation space ($y$) while taking into account the vertical
averaging implicit in the observations.

This"sec1on"describes"the"observa1ons,"with"a~focus"on"the
applica1on"of"\chem{LNO_x}"source"es1ma1on."More"extended
descrip1ons"of"the"observa1ons,"their"quality,"and"the"filtering
method"used"in"CHASER:DAS"are"provided"in"Miyazaki
et~al.~(2012a)."Figure~1"shows"how"the"individual"satellite"datasets
provide"informa1on"on"different"aspects"of"the"chemical"system"in"the
middle"and"upper"troposphere."Combined,"these"instruments"provide
stronguseful"constraints"on"\chem{LNO_x}."The"contribu1ons"from"the

individual"satellite"sensors"are"highlighted"below.



\subsubsec1on{OMI"\chem{NO_2}}

Tropospheric"\chem{NO_2}"column"retrievals"obtained"from"the"version:2
OMI"DOMINO"data"product"(Boersma"et~al.,"2011)"are"used"to"constrain
the"\chem{LNO_x}"sources,"the"surface"emissions"of"\chem{NO_x},"and
the"concentra1ons"of"\chem{NO_y}"species."The"overpass"1me"of"OMI"(13:30)"is
more"suitable"for"\chem{LNO_x}"source"es1ma1on"than"the"morning"1me
observa1on"by"other"satellite"instruments"(GOME,"GOME:2,"and
SCIAMACHY),"because"lightning"ac1vity"over"land"is"strongest"in"the
late"axernoon"and"very"weak"in"the"morning"(e.g."Lay"et~al.,
2007)."We"employ"the"super"observa1on"approach"to"produce
representa1ve"data"with"a~horizontal"resolu1on"of"$2.5{\degree}
\1mes"2.5{\degree}$"for"OMI"\chem{NO_2}"and"MOPITT"\chem{CO}"(c.f.,"Sect."2.1.4)"
observa1ons,"following"Miyazaki"et~al."(2012b)."A"super"observa1on"is"generated"by"averaging"
all"data"located"within"a"super"observa1on"grid"cell."The"measurement"error"for"the"super"
observa1on"is"es1mated"by"considering"an"error"correla1on"of"15\%"among"data."A"
representa1veness"error"is"introduced"when"the"super:observa1on"grid"is"not"fully"covered"by"
OMI"pixels."This
approach"avoids"complica1ons"caused"by"the"small"(13::24\,\unit{km})
footprint"of"OMI"at"nadir."Therefore,"the"data"assimila1on"adjusts
the"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"at"grid"scale"rather"than"individually"at"the"OMI
footprint"scale."Further"details"are"described"in"Miyazaki"et~al.~(2012b).

Boersma"et~al.~(2005,"2011)"summarized"the"general"error
characteris1cs"of"tropospheric"\chem{NO_2}"retrievals."For"retrievals
with"small"values,"as"over"the"oceans,"the"uncertainty"is"dominated"by
the"combined"error"from"spectral"fiqng"and"stratospheric"column
es1ma1on."For"columns"exceeding"$0.5\1mes
10^{15}$\,\unit{molec\,cm^{:2}},"as"over"most"con1nents,"the
uncertainty"grows"due"to"increasing"errors"related"to"cloud"frac1on,
albedo,"and"profile"shape."Clouds"have"a~large"influence"on"the"errors
and"sensi1vity"in"the"measurements"of"the"retrieved"columns."Clouds
below"an"\chem{NO_2}"layer"increase"the"effec1ve"albedo"of"the"scene
and"increase"the"detected"slant"column,"whereas"high"clouds"partly
screen"the"\chem{NO_2}"column"below"(Boersma"et~al.,"2005)."We"employ
both"clear:sky"data"and"cloud:scene"data"in"the"\chem{LNO_x}
es1ma1on"because"both"are"sensi1ve"to"\chem{NO_2}"produced"by
lightning"higher"up"in"the"atmosphere."For"the"cloud:covered
observa1ons"the"averaging"kernel"shows"a~sharp"drop"roughly"halfwayin"the"middle"of"



the"cloud,"and"very"small"sensi1vi1es"below."The"loca1on"and
magnitude"of"the"drop"is"based"on"the"cloud"frac1on"and"effec1ve"top
height"retrieved"from"the"observa1ons.

\subsubsec1on{TES"\chem{O_3}}

The"TES"\chem{O_3}"retrievals"used"are"the"version:4"level:2"nadir
data"obtained"in"the"global"survey"mode"(Bowman"et~al.,"2006)."This
product"represents"16"orbits"daily,"with"a~horizontal"resolu1on"of
5::8\,\unit{km}."Its"ver1cal"resolu1on"is"typically"6\,\unit{km},
with"sensi1vity"to"both"the"lower"and"upper"troposphere"(Worden
et~al.,"2004;"Bowman"et~al.,"2006;"Jourdain"et~al.,"2007)."Jourdain
et~al.~(2010)"argued"that"the"TES"provides"direct"observa1ons"of
ozone:enhanced"layers"downwind"of"convec1ve"events"and"thus"is
a~valuable"dataset"for"es1ma1ng"the"ver1cal"\chem{LNO_x}
profiles."This"can"be"aPributed"to"its"high"sensi1vity"to
\chem{LNO_x}"relevant"al1tude"layers,"typically"with"more"than"one
degree"of"freedom"(DOF)"for"the"middle"and"upper"troposphere"(from
500\,\unit{hPa}"to"the"tropopause).

\subsubsec1on{MLS"\chem{O_3},"\chem{HNO_3}}

The"version:3.3"level:2"MLS"products"for"\chem{O_3}"and"\chem{HNO_3}
(Livesey"et~al.,"2011)"are"used"to"constrain"the"\chem{LNO_x}"sources
in"the"upper"troposphere"and"the"chemical"concentra1ons"in"the"upper
troposphere"and"the"lower"stratosphere."We"use"data"on"\chem{O_3}"and
\chem{HNO_3}"only"for"pressures"lower"than"215\,\unit{hPa}"and
150\,\unit{hPa},"respec1vely,"owing"to"data"quality"problems"for
higher"pressures."Mar1n"et~al.~(2007)"demonstrated"that"\chem{O_3}
and"\chem{HNO_3}"measurements"by"limb"viewing"spaceborne"sounders"have
a~great"poten1al"to"constrain"the"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"in"the"upper
troposphere,"based"on"Atmospheric"Chemistry"Experiment"Fourier
Transform"Spectrometer"(ACE:FTS)"measurements.

\subsubsec1on{MOPITT"CO}

The"MOPITT"\chem{CO}"retrievals"employed"are"the"version:5"level:2
thermal:infrared"(TIR)"data"(Deeter"et~al.,"2011,"2013)."These
observa1ons"are"used"for"op1mizing"the"surface"\chem{CO}"emissions
and"the"concentra1ons"of"\chem{CO}"and"non:methane"hydrocarbons



(NMHCs)."However,"the"covariances"between"the"\chem{CO}"observa1ons
and"the"\chem{NO_x}"sources"are"neglected"in"the"analysis,"since"the
error"correla1ons"are"not"expected"to"contain"meaningful"informa1on,
and"the"limited"ensemble"size"creates"spurious"correla1ons"between
non:"or"weakly:related"variables"(see"Sect.~3.1.2)."Even"so,"the
\chem{CO}"observa1ons"indirectly"affect"the"\chem{LNO_x}"source
es1ma1on"through"their"influence"on"the"oxida1on"capacity"and"the
\chem{NO_x}"chemistry.

\subsec1on{Valida1on"data}

Independent"ozone"observa1ons"are"used"to"validate"the"performance"of
the"data"assimila1on."The"spa1al"distribu1on"of"tropospheric
\chem{O_3}"in"the"tropics"is"validated"against"the"monthly"mean
tropospheric"ozone"column"(TOC)"derived"using"the"OMI"total"columns
and"the"MLS"profiles"from"Ziemke"et~al.~(2006)"with"a~horizontal
resolu1on"of"$1{\degree}"\1mes"1.25{\degree}$"(\url{hPp://acd:ext.gsfc.nasa.gov/
Data_services/cloud_slice/new_data.html})."Ozonesonde"observa1ons"taken
from"the"database"of"the"the"Southern"Hemisphere"Addi1onal
Ozonesondes"(SHADOZ)"project"(Thompson"et~al.,"2007)"are"used"to
validate"the"ver1cal"profile"of"\chem{O_3}"in"the"troposphere"and"the
lower"stratosphere."The"valida1on"is"performed"at"fourfive"sites"in
different"regions"of"the"tropics:"Costa"Rica"in"central"America
(10{\degree}\,N,"84{\degree}\,W),"Irene"in"South"Africa
(25.9{\degree}\,S,"28.2{\degree}\,E),"Pago"Pago"in"American"Samoa
(14.4{\degree}\,S,"170.6{\degree}\,W),"and San"Cristobal"in"Ecuador
(0.9{\degree}\,S,"89.6{\degree}\,W),"and"Ascension"in"the"tropical"Atlan1c
(8.0{\degree}\,S,"14.4{\degree}\,W).""We"also"use"the"global"ozonesonde"observa1ons"from"39"
loca1ons"taken"from"the"World"Ozone"and"Ultraviolet"Data"Center"(WOUDC)"database,"as"in"
Miyazaki"et"al."(2012a)."For"the"purpose"of"comparison,
all"ozonesonde"profiles"are"interpolated"to"a~common"ver1cal"pressure
grid"with"a~cell"size"of"25\,\unit{hPa}."The"model"profiles"are
linearly"interpolated"to"the"loca1on"and"1me"of"each"observa1on
point.

\sec1on{Methodology}

\subsec1on{Data"assimila1on"system}

CHASER:DAS"has"been"developed"for"the"analysis"of"chemical"compounds
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in"the"troposphere"(Miyazaki"et~al.,"2012a,"b;"Miyazaki"and"Eskes,
2013)."This"system"simultaneously"op1mizes"the"\chem{LNO_x}"sources
and"surface"emissions"of"\chem{NO_x}"and"\chem{CO}"as"well"as"the
predicted"concentra1ons"of"35"chemical"species."With"the"assimila1on
of"data"on"mul1ple"species,"an"improved"descrip1on"of"the"chemical
interac1ons"can"be"obtained,"especially"in"rela1on"to"the
\chem{NO_x}:\chem{CO}:\chem{OH}:\chem{O_3}"set"of"chemical"reac1ons.

Miyazaki"and"Eskes"(2013)"demonstrated"that"mul1:species"data
assimila1on"improves"the"analysis"of"surface"\chem{NO_x}"emissions,
in"comparison"with"an"inversion"derived"from"\chem{NO_2}"measurements
alone."They"showed"that"the"assimila1on"of"measurements"for"species
other"than"\chem{NO_2}"changes"the"regional"es1mates"of"monthly"mean
surface"\chem{NO_x}"by"up"to"$:$58\,{\%}"to"+32\,{\%}."These"large
changes"emphasize"that"uncertain1es"in"the"model"chemistry"affect"the
quality"of"the"emission"es1mates."Similar"benefits"may"be"expected
from"the"mul1:species"data"assimila1on"to"improve"the"\chem{LNO_x}
source"es1ma1on"through"correc1ons"made"to"the"concentra1ons"of
various"chemical"species."This"is"especially"true"for"\chem{LNO_x},
because"all"satellite"sensors"are"sensi1ve"in"the"al1tude"range
where"\chem{LNO_x}"and"the"ozone"produced"by"\chem{LNO_x}"resides,"see
Fig.~1.

\subsubsec1on{A~global"chemical"transport"model"CHASER}

The"forecast"model"used"is"the"global"CTM"CHASER"(Sudo"et~al.,"2002),
which"describes"chemical"and"transport"processes"in"the
troposphere."The"model"has"a~so:called"T42"horizontal"resolu1on
(2.8{\degree})"and"32"ver1cal"levels"from"the"surface"to
4\,\unit{hPa}."CHASER"is"coupled"to"the"atmospheric"general
circula1on"model"(AGCM)"version"5.7b"of"the"Center"for"Climate"System
Research"and"Japanese"Na1onal"Ins1tute"for"Environmental"Studies
(CCSR/NIES)."At"each"1me"step"of"the"model,"the"AGCM"fields"are
nudged"toward"the"reanalysis"(Kanamitsu"et~al.,"2002)"by"the
Atmospheric"Model"Intercomparison"Project"II"of"the"Na1onal"Centers
for"Environmental"Predic1on"and"US"Department"of"Energy
(NCEP:DOE/AMIP:II)."Hence,"the"model"realis1cally"reproduces
large:scale"circula1on"while"simula1ng"sub:grid:scale"convec1on
using"the"cumulus"convec1on"parameteriza1on"(Arakawa"and"Schubert,
1974;"Pan"and"Randall,"1998).



Anthropogenic"\chem{NO_x}"emissions"are"based onobtained"from"the"Emission"Database

for"Global"Atmospheric"Research"(EDGAR)"version"4.2."Emissions"from
biomass"burning"are"based"on"the"Global"Fire"Emissions"Data"base
(GFED)"version"3.1"(van"der"Werf"et~al.,"2010)."Emissions"from"soils
are"based"on"monthly"mean"Global"Emissions"Inventory"Ac1vity"(GEIA)
(Graedel"et~al.,"1993)."A~diurnal"variability"scheme"is"implemented
for"the"surface"\chem{NO_x}"emissions,"depending"on"the"dominant
category"for"each"emission"category"(Miyazaki"et~al.,"2012b)."The
total"\chem{NO_x}"emission"by"aircrax"is"obtained"from"EDGAR"as
0.55\,\unit{Tg\,N\,yr^{:1}}.,"which"is"similar"to"a"more"recent"es1mate"of"0.49"\,\unit{Tg\,N

\,yr^{:1}}"for"2004"(Wilkerson"et"al.,"2010)."Both"the"model"simula1on"and"the"data"
assimila1on"are"conducted"for"the"en1re"year"2007,"because"a"large"amount"of"satellite"data"is"
available"for"this"year.

\subsubsec1on{Local"ensemble"transform"Kalman"filter}

The"EnKF"uses"an"ensemble"forecast"to"es1mate"the"background"error"covariance"matrix."The"
advantage"of"the"EnKF"over"4D:VAR"is"its"easy"implementa1on"for"complicated"systems;"i.e.,"it"
does"not"require"the"development"of"an"adjoint"code."The"EnKF"data"assimila1on"technique"
employed"is"local"ensemble"transform
Kalman"filter"(LETKF,"Hunt"et~al.,"2007)."The"LETKF"scheme,"which"is"based"on"the"ensemble"
square"root"filter"(SRF)"method"(e.g.,"Whitaker"and"Hamill,"2002),"generates"an"analysis"
ensemble"mean"and"covariance"that"sa1sfy"the"Kalman"filter"equa1ons"for"linear"models."The"
LETKF"has"conceptual"and"computa1onal"advantages"over"the"original"EnKF."The"analysis"
performed"locally"in"space"and"1me"reduces"sampling"errors"caused"by"limited"ensemble"size,"
which"also"enable"us"to"perform"parallel"computa1on."The"computa1onal"advantages"are"
important"for"this"study"because"of"the"large"state"vector"size.

In"the"forecast"step,"a~background
ensemble,"$\vec{x}^b_i"(i=1,...,k)$,"is"globally"obtained"from"the
evolu1on"of"each"ensemble"model"realisa1on,"where"$\vec{x}$
represents"the"model"variable;"$b$"the"background"state;"and"$k$"the
ensemble"size"(i.e.,"48"in"this"study)."An"ensemble"of"background"observa1on"vectors"in"the"
observa1on"space,
$\vec{y}^b_i=H(\vec{x}^b_i)$,"is"then"es1mated"using"the"observa1on
operator"$H$."The"observa1on"operator"($H$)"is"constructed"on"the"basis"of"the"spa1al"
interpola1on"operator"($S$),"the"a~priori"profile"($\vec{x}_{apriori}$)"and"the"averaging



kernel"($\vec{A}$),"which"maps"the"model"fields"($\vec{x}$:"$N$:"(the"system"dimension)"
dimensional"state"vector)"into
observa1on"space"($\vec{y}$:"$p$:"(the"number"of"observa1on)"dimensional"observa1onal"
vector)"while"taking"into"account"the"ver1cal"averaging"implicit"in"the"observa1ons"as"follows:
\begin{equa1on}
\vec{y}="H(\vec{x})"="\vec{x}_{apriori}"+"\vec{A}"(S(x):\vec{x}_{apriori}),
\end{equa1on}

The"spa1al"interpola1on"operator"($S$)"is"first"applied"to"the"model"fields"$\vec{x}$"in"order"to"
interpolate"to"the"horizontal"loca1on"of"each"observa1on"and"the"height"of"each"of"the"ver1cal "
layers."The"averaging"kernel"($\vec{A}$)"is"then"applied"to"define"the"sensi1vity"of"the"satellite"
retrieved"state"to"changes"to"the"true"state."For"weak"absorbers,"the"a"priori"profile"($\vec{x}
_{apriori}$)"does"not,"or"only"weakly,"influence"the"rela1ve"model:observa1on"difference"
(Eskes"and"Boersma,"2003)."The"averaging"kernel"($\vec{A}$)"and"the"a~priori"profile"($\vec{x}
_{apriori}$)"informa1on"provided"for"each"retrieval"is"used"in"the"data"assimila1on."

A~background"ensemble"mean"in"the"observa1on"space,"$\overline{\vec{y}^b}=\frac{1}{k}"
\sum\nolimits^k_{i=1}"\vec{y}_i^b$,"or"in"the"model"space,"$\overline{\vec{x}^b}=\frac{1}{k}
\sum\nolimits^k_{i=1}"\vec{x}_i^b$,"and"an"ensemble"of"background
perturba1ons"in"the"observa1on"space,
$\mathbf{Y}^b=\vec{y}^b_i:\overline{\vec{y}^b}$,"or"in"the"model
space,"$\mathbf{X}^b=\vec{x}^b_i:\overline{\vec{x}^b}$,"are"also
computed."

In the analysis step, an ensemble of background
observation vectors in the observation space,
$\vec{y}^b_i=H(\vec{x}^b_i)$, is estimated using the observation
operator $H$. 

A~background ensemble mean in the observation space,
$\overline{\vec{y}^b}=\frac{1}{k} \sum\nolimits^k_{i=1} \vec{y}_i^b$,
or in the model space, $\overline{\vec{x}^b}=\frac{1}{k}
\sum\nolimits^k_{i=1} \vec{x}_i^b$, and an ensemble of background
perturbations in the observation space,
$\mathbf{Y}^b=\vec{y}^b_i-\overline{\vec{y}^b}$, or in the model
space, $\mathbf{X}^b=\vec{x}^b_i-\overline{\vec{x}^b}$, are also
computed. 
The"ensemble"mean"analysis"is"then"updated"by
\begin{equa1on}



\overline{\vec{x}^{\mathrm{a}}}=\overline{\vec{x}^b}+"\mathbf{X}^b"\1lde{\mathbf{P}}
^{\mathrm{a}}"\big(\mathbf{Y}^b\big)^{\mathrm{T}}"\mathbf{R}^{:1}"\big(\vec{y}
^{\mathrm{o}}":"\overline{\vec{y}^b}\big),
\end{equa1on}
where"$\vec{y}^{\mathrm{o}}$"is"the"observa1on"vector,"and"$\mathbf{R}$
is"the"$p"\1mes"p$"observa1on"error"covariance ($p$ is the number of
observation)."The"observa1on"error"informa1on"is"obtained"for"each"retrieval,"which"

includes"the"smoothing"error,"the"model"parameter"error,"the"forward"model"error,"the"
geophysical"noise,"the"instrument"error,"and"the"representa1veness"error"(see"Miyazaki"et"al."
2012a,"for"details).
$\1lde{\mathbf{P}}^{\mathrm{a}}$"is"the"local"analysis
error"covariance"in"the"ensemble"space,
\begin{equa1on}
\1lde{\mathbf{P}}^{\mathrm{a}}"=
\lex["(k:1)"I"+"\big(\mathbf{Y}^b\big)^{\mathrm{T}}"\mathbf{R}^{:1}"\mathbf{Y}^b"\right]^{:1}.
\end{equa1on}

The"new"analysis"ensemble"perturba1on"matrix"in"the"model"space
$\mathbf{X}^{\mathrm{a}}$"is"obtained"by"transforming"the"background"ensemble
$\mathbf{X}^b$,
\begin{equa1on}
\mathbf{X}^{\mathrm{a}}"=
\mathbf{X}^b"\lex[(k:1)"\1lde{\mathbf{P}}^{\mathrm{a}}"\right]^{1/2}.
\end{equa1on}

The"new"background"error"covariance"used"in"the"next"forecast"step"is
obtained"from"an"ensemble"simula1on"with"the"analysis"ensemble."

In"
the"analysis,"a~covariance"localiza1on"was"applied"to"neglect"the
covariance"among"non:"or"weakly:related"variables."This"technique"allows"us"to"neglect"the"
correla1ons"among"variables"that"may"suffer"significantly"from"spurious"correla1ons,"by"
seqng"the"covariance"among"non:"or"weakly"related"variables"to"zero."For"the
op1miza1on"of"\chem{LNO_x}"sources,"the"covariances"with"TES
\chem{O_3},"OMI"\chem{NO_2},"MLS"\chem{O_3},"and"MLS"\chem{HNO_3}
observa1ons"are"considered,"while"those"with"MOPITT"\chem{CO}"data
are"not."MOPITT"\chem{CO}"data"affect"the"concentra1ons"of"CO,
hydrocarbons,"and"formaldehyde"only."Surface"emissions"of"\chem{NO_x}
and"\chem{CO}"are"op1mized"using"OMI"\chem{NO_2}"data"and"MOPITT



\chem{CO}"data,"respec1vely"(see"Miyazaki"et~al.,~2012a,"for
details)."The"covariance"localiza1on"helps"to"avoid"sampling"errors
resul1ng"from"the"limited"ensemble"size"and"to"improve"the
\chem{LNO_x}"analysis.

The"localiza1on"is"also"applied"to"avoid"the"influence"of"remote
observa1ons"for"improving"the"filter"performance."The"influence"of"an
observa1on"is"cut"off"when"the"distance"between"the"observa1on"and
an"analysis"point"is"larger"than"$2L\1mes\sqrt{10/3}$"based"on"the
formula1on"of"Gaspari"and"Cohn"(1999)."The"localiza1on"scale"$L$"is
600\,\unit{km}"in"our"seqng."As"a~result,"the"analysis"is"solved"at
every"grid"point"by"choosing"nearby"observa1ons."The"emission"and
concentra1on"fields"are"updated"at"an"analysis"interval"of"every
100\,\unit{min}, with the ensemble size of 48."

In"conclusion,"the"data"assimila1on"updates"model"variables"(the"concentra1ons"and"the"
emission"mul1plica1on"factors)"for"every"grid"point."This"analysis"is"based"on"the"observa1onal "
informa1on"(i.e.,"the"satellite"retrievals)"and"the"background"error"covariance"es1mated"from"
the"ensemble"forecast"with"48"members"in"our"case."The"es1mated"concentra1ons"and"
emissions"are"used"as"ini1al"condi1ons"in"the"next"step"of"ensemble"model"simula1ons"and"
updated"at"every"analysis"step"(i.e.,"100"min.)."Further"details"are"
described"in"Miyazaki"et~al.~(2012a).

\subsec1on{\chem{LNO_x}"es1ma1on}

\subsubsec1on{Parameteriza1on}

Lightning"is"rou1nely"monitored"from"ground:based"networks"and
detected"from"satellite"instruments."Nevertheless,"these"data"cannot
be"directly"used"in"CTM"simula1ons."The"ground:based"opera1onal"lightning"detec1on"
networks"(e.g.,"the"World"Wide"Lightning"Loca1on"Network"(WWLLN))"provide"lightning"maps"
but"they"have"low"detec1on"efficiencies"(Abarca"et"al.,"2010),"whereas"satellite"instruments"
provide, because of the"very"small"amount
of"global"limited"coverage"on"a~daily"basis."Thus,"a~parameteriza1on"is
required"in"order"to"es1mate"the"lightning"flash"frequency"in"CTM
simula1ons."The"global"distribu1on"of"the"flash"rate"is"calculated
in"CHASER"for"convec1ve"clouds"on"the"basis"of"the"observed"rela1on"between"the"lightning
ac1vity"and"the"cloud"top"height"(Price"and"Rind,"1992)"in"the"AGCM
at"each"forecast"step."In"this"approach,"high"clouds"are"expected"to
exhibit"strong"lightning"ac1vity."The"frequencies"of"lightning"over



the"con1nents"and"the"oceans"are"es1mated"separately"as"follows
(Price"et~al.,"1997):"$F_{\mathrm{c}}="3.44"\1mes"10^{:5}"\1mes"H^{4.92}$
(\unit{flashes\,min^{:1}})"over"con1nents;"$F_{\mathrm{m}}=6.40"\1mes"10^{:4}"\1mes
H^{1.73}$"(\unit{flashes\,min^{:1}})"over"ocean,"where"$F$"is"the"total"flash"rate
(\unit{flashes\,min^{:1}})"and"$H$"is"the"cloud"top"height"(\unit{km}), in which
a."A~globally"and"annually"constant"tuning"factor"is"applied"for"the
total"flash"frequency"in"CHASER"simula1ons"to"obtain"a"realis1c"es1mate"of"the"global"total"
flash"occurrence.,"whereas"the"spa1al"distribu1on"of"the"flash"frequency"is"determined"by"the"

model"parameteriza1on.

The"simulated"average"global"flash"rate"for"2007"is
41.2\,\unit{flashes\,s^{:1}},"which"is"comparable"to"the
climatological"es1mates"of"$44$"\pm$"5$\,\unit{flashes\,s^{:1}}"derived
from"the"Op1cal"Transient"Detector"(OTD)"measurements"(Chris1an
et~al.,"2003)"and"46\,\unit{flashes\,s^{:1}}"derived
from"the"Lightning"Imaging"Sensor"(LIS)"and"OTD"measurements"(Cecil"et"al.,"2014).""The"
difference"between"the"model"simula1on"and"the"observa1ons"is"partly"aPributed"to"
interannual"varia1ons"in"flash"ac1vity;"the"annual"total"flash"rate"for"the"la1tude"band"35"
{\degree}\,S:35"{\degree}\,N"in"2007"observed"from"the"LIS"measurement"is"about"3"\%"lower"
than"those"from"the"climatology."Because"only"LIS"measurements"are"available"in"2007"and"
because"the"global"coverage"was"not"obtained,"this"study"uses"the"climatological"observa1ons"
obtained"from"a"combina1on"of"LIS"and"OTD"measurements"to"validate"the"global"flash"rate."

Table"1"and"Figure~2"compare"the"global"flash"rate"between"the"LIS/OTD"high::resolu1on"
monthly"climatology"(HRMC)"data"(Cecil"et"al.,"2014)"and"the"model"parameterisa1on."
Compared"with"the"observa1ons,"the"global"distribu1on"of"the"total"flash"rate"is"generally"
reproduced"by"the"model."The"simulated"global"flash"rate"shows"a~maximum"in
boreal"summer"and"a~minimum"in"boreal"winter,"with"frequent
occurrences"over"Central"Africa,"South"America,"and"the"mari1me
con1nent."These"features"are"commonly"found"in"the"climatological
observa1ons."Conversely,"in"comparison"with"the"observed"flash
ac1vity,"the"simulated"flash"ac1vity"is"stronger"over"Northern"South"America
but"weaker"over"central"Africa"and"most"of"the"oceanic"ITCZ."These
systema1c"differences"found"in"studies"using"the"scheme"of"Price"and
Rind"(1992)"have"been"reported"before"(e.g."Allen"and"Pickering,"2002;
Labrador"et~al.,"2005;"Mar1n"et~al.,"2007)."Mainly"because"of"the"low"bias"over"central"Africa,"
the"model"
underes1mates"the"annual"flash"rate"in"the"tropics"(20{\degree}\,S::20{\degree}\,N)"by"about"
27"\%,"leading"to"about"13"\%"underes1ma1on"in"the"global"total"flash"rate."



The"\chem{LNO_x}"source"is"es1mated"at"each"grid"point"of"CHASER"by
using"the"simulated"lightning"ac1vity"and"making"several
assump1ons."First,"the"ratioCG"propor1on"of"total"flashes,"$z$,"between the IC flashes and CG
flashes is"es1mated"as"a~func1on"of"the"cold"cloud"thickness
($\Delta"H$"for"$<"0$\,{\degree}C)"on"the"basis"of"the"following
rela1onship"(Price"et~al.and"Rind,"19973):
\begin{equa1on}
z"="0.021\1mes\Delta"H^4":"0.648\1mes\Delta"H^3"+"7.493\1mes\Delta"H^2":"36.54\1mes
\Delta"H"+"63.09.
\end{equa1on}

This"rela1onship"is"applied"for"clouds"with"$\Delta
H>5.5$\,\unit{km},"while"$z$"is"set"to"zero"for"clouds"with"$\Delta
H<5.5$\,\unit{km}"based"on"the"observa1on"that"low"clouds"almost
exclusively"have"IC"flashes"during"the"growth"stage."Second,"following"Price"et~al."(1997),"the
\chem{LNO_x}"source"amounts"are"calculated"on"the"basis"of"a~lightning
NO"produc1on"of"1100"moles"per"CG"flash"and"110"moles"per"IC"flash,
with"a~mean"energy"per"CG"flash"of"$6.7\1mes10^9$\,\unit{J\,flash^{:1}}
(Price et~al., 1997)."Third,"the"ver1cal"profiles"of"the"\chem{LNO_x}
sources"are"determined"on"the"basis"of"the"C:shaped"profile"given"by
Pickering"et~al.~(1998),"with"a~first"maximum"in"the"upper"troposphere
and"a~second"maximum"in"the"lower"troposphere."The"three"profiles"provided"by"Pickering"et"
al."(1998)"is"averaged"and"applied"in"the"parameteriza1on."The"global"annual"total
amount"of"the"\chem{LNO_x}"source"for"2007"was"es1mated"at
4.7\,\unit{Tg\,N\,yr^{:1}}"in"the"CHASER"simula1ons.

\subsubsec1on{Op1miza1on"by"data"assimila1on}

The"mul1plica1on"factors"for"the"\chem{LNO_x}"produc1on"rate
(\unit{mol\,s^{:1}})"and"the"\chem{NO_x}"surface"emissions"are"op1mized"in
the"assimila1on"analysis"step,"by"adding"them"to"the"state"vector
together"with"the"forecast"variables"(i.e."concentra1ons)."In"this
approach,"the"background"error"covariance"matrix"es1mated"from"the
ensemble"simula1ons"is"used"to"obtain"best"es1mates"of"the"source
factors"at"each"grid"point"of"the"model."Figure~23"shows"the"mean

background"error"covariance"structure"between"the"\chem{LNO_x}"source
and"the"concentra1ons"of"various"species"at"different"al1tudes"over
central"Africa"in"July."The"concentra1ons"of"chemical"species"such"as
\chem{O_x},"\chem{NO_x},"\chem{N_2O_5},"\chem{HNO_3},"\chem{HNO_4}



exhibit"high"posi1ve"correla1ons"with"the"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"in
the"middle"and"upper"troposphere."The"high"correla1ons"indicate"the
u1lity"of"measurements"of"these"species"to"constrain"the"\chem{LNO_x}
sources."The"background"error"covariance"varies"in"1me"and"space"in
the"EnKF"approach,"reflec1ng"varia1ons"in"the"lightning"ac1vity"and
the"chemical"concentra1ons."The"data"assimila1on"op1mizes"the"mul1plica1on"factors"for"the"
total"\chem{LNO_x}"sources,"and"does"not"separately"op1mise"for"IG"and"CG"flashes.

In"order"to"provide"meaningful"constraints"on"\chem{LNO_x},"the
observa1on"error"of"each"retrieval"must"be"sufficiently"small
compared"to"lightning"signal."As"shown"in"Fig.~34,"the"CHASER
simula1ons"with"and"without"the"lightning"signal"in"the"tropospheric
\chem{NO_2}"columns"gives"the"magnitude"of"the"boreal"summer
(June::August)"mean"lightning"signal"as"roughly"$1\sim5\1mes
10^{14}$\,\unit{molec\,cm^{:2}}"over"the"tropical"Atlan1c,"Africa,
and"India"but"roughly"$1\1mes"10^{14}$\,\unit{molec\,cm^{:2}}"over
remote"land"sites."The"large"enhancements"are"over,"and"downwind"of,
ac1ve"convec1ve"regions"(e.g."over"the"tropical"Atlan1c),"as"found
by"Mar1n"et~al.~(2007)."These"signals"are"large"compared"to"the"local
super:observa1on"error"of"the"OMI"retrievals,"in"which"the"total
super"observa1on"error"is"computed"as"a~combina1on"of"the
measurement"error"and"the"representa1veness"error"as"in"Miyazaki
et~al.~(2012b)."The"super"observa1on"error"is"rela1vely"small"because
of"the"large"number"of"OMI"observa1ons"per"grid"cell."Large
enhancements"in"\chem{O_3}"due"to"lightning"are"observed"in"the
tropical"upper"troposphere,"with"contribu1ons"as"large"as
13\,\unit{ppbv}"to"the"mean"concentra1on,"consistent"with"the
analyses"of"Sauvage"Cooper et~al.~(20067) and Hudman et~al.~(2007).". These
signals"are"slightly"less"than"or"nearly"equal"to"the"mean"TES
observa1on"error."The"mean"MLS"observa1on"errors"are"generally"much
larger"than"the"lightning"signals,"especially"for
\chem{HNO_3}."Although"the"mean"ra1o"of"the"lightning"signals"to"the
retrieval"error"is"small,"a~large"number"of"observa1ons"can"s1ll
provide"constraints"on"\chem{LNO_x}"es1mates.

The"observed"concentra1ons"reflect"contribu1ons"not"only"from
\chem{LNO_x}"but"also"from"other"sources"such"as"surface"emissions"and
inflows"from"the"stratosphere."Any"model"errors"in"the"other"sources
will"produce"model::observa1on"mismatches"that"will"nega1vely"affect
the"accuracy"of"the"es1mated"\chem{LNO_x}"source"in"the"top"down



framework."To"avoid"difficul1es"related"to"contribu1ons"from"surface
sources,"for"instance,"Boersma"et~al.~(2005)"focused"on"situa1ons
downwind"of"storm"systems"over"areas"rela1vely"free"of"pollu1on."In
contrast,"our"analysis"simultaneously"corrects"the"various"model"error
sources,"which"benefits"the"\chem{LNO_x}"source"analysis"even"over
polluted"regions."Moreover,"the"combined"use"of"the"mul1ple"datasets
with"different"ver1cal"sensi1vi1es"is"expected"to"facilitate"the
es1ma1on"of"the"ver1cal"\chem{LNO_x}"profile"and"to"dis1nguish
between"the"surface"\chem{NO_x}"emissions"and"\chem{LNO_x}
sources."The"MLS"and"TES"data"not"only"provides"informa1on"on"the
\chem{NO_x}"source"amount"in"the"middle"and"upper"troposphere,"but
also"constrain"the"the"lower"tropospheric"source"when"combined"with
the"OMI"tropospheric"column"\chem{NO_2}"retrievals."

The"a~priori"error"is"set"to"40\,{\%}"for"the"surface"emissions"of
\chem{NO_x}"and"\chem{CO}"and"60\,{\%}"for"the"\chem{LNO_x}"sources,
considering"the"large"uncertain1es"in"the"lightning
parameteriza1on."Since"no"model"error"term"is"implemented"for"the
source"factors"during"the"forecast"step,"the"background"error
covariance"may"con1nuously"decrease"and"become"underes1mated"through
the"data"assimila1on"cycle."Thus,"we"apply"covariance"infla1on"to
the"source"factors"to"prevent"covariance"underes1ma1on"in"the
analysis"step,"as"was"done"for"the"surface"emission"in"Miyazaki
et~al.~(2012a)."The"standard"devia1on"is"ar1ficially"inflated"to
a~minimum"predefined"value"(i.e.,"30\,{\%}"of"the"ini1al"standard
devia1on)"at"each"analysis"step"for"both"the"surface"and"lightning
sources."The"sensi1vity"of"the"analysis"to"the"choice"of"these
parameters"is"discussed"in"Sect.~6.21.3.

\sec1on{Results}

\subsec1on{Global"\chem{LNO_x}"source"distribu1ons}

Data"assimila1on"increases"the"global"annual"\chem{LNO_x}"source"from
4.7"to"6.3\,\unit{Tg\,N\,yr^{:1}},"as"summarized"in"Table~12."The
instantaneous"uncertainty"es1mated"from"the"mean"analysis"spread"for
the"global"source"is"$\pm$0.9\,\unit{Tg\,N\,yr^{:1}},"while"the
chi:square"($\chi^2$)"diagnos1c"gives"confidence"in"the"es1mated
analysis"spread"as"a~measure"of"the"analysis"uncertainty"(c.f.,
Sect.~6.1.3)."This"spread"of"the"ensemble"is"rela1vely"small,"showing



that"\chem{LNO_x}"is"well"constrained"by"the"assimila1on."The
Northern"Hemisphere"(NH,"20::90{\degree}\,N),"the"tropics
(20{\degree}\,S::20{\degree}\,N),"and"the"Southern"Hemisphere"(SH,
90::20{\degree}\,S)"contribute"31\,{\%},"56\,{\%},"and"13\,{\%}"to"the
analyzsed"global"source,"respec1vely."These"rela1ve"contribu1ons"are
slightly"modified"from"the"a~priori"sources."The"analyzsed"global
source"is"maximal"in"July,"primarily"resul1ng"from"the"seasonal
varia1on"in"the"NH,"as"depicted"in"Fig.~45.

Figure~56"compares"the"simula1on"with"the"assimila1on"in"terms"of"the

global"distribu1on"of"annual"total"\chem{LNO_x}"sources."Data
assimila1on"substan1ally"increases"the"annual"sources"over"central
Africa,"the"central"and"eastern"United"States,"northern"Eurasia,"South
America,"south"and"southeast"Asia,"the"mari1me"con1nent,"and"over
the"tropical"oceans"around"the"ITCZ"(lex"panels)."The"seasonal
amplitudes"are"also"enhanced"by"10::40\,{\%}"over"most"of"these
regions"(middle"panels)."Data"assimila1on"introduces"dis1nct
seasonal"varia1ons"in"sources"over"the"oceans,"especially"along"the
ITCZ."The"maximum"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"mostly"appear"in"June"or"July
over"the"NH"temperate"regions"and"in"December"or"January"over"the"SH
con1nents"(right"panels)."Compared"to"those"over"most"other"NH
regions,"the"peak"sources"over"northern"Africa"and"India"occur"1::2
months"later"(i.e.,"in"July::August),"reflec1ng"the"local"convec1ve
ac1vity"during"the"African"and"Asian"monsoons,"respec1vely."The
1ming"of"the"peak"sources"is"very"similar"between"the"simula1on"and
the"assimila1on,"because"the"seasonal"varia1on"of"the"lightning
flash"frequency"is"generally"well"predicted"by"the"model"as"compared
with"the"OTD"climatology"(figure not shownc.f.,"Table"1)."However, data
assimilation changes the peak time by 1--2 months over central Africa
and South America.

\subsec1on{Regional"\chem{LNO_x}"source"distribu1ons}

Figure~67"shows"the"seasonal"varia1ons"of"the"\chem{LNO_x}"source"over

the"11"regions"shown"in"the"top"panel."Over"the"NH"con1nents
(e.g."North"America,"Europe,"and"northern"Eurasia),"the"broad
summer1me"source"peak"is"predicted"by"the"model,"where"the"monthly
peak"source"strength"is"further"increased"by"30::60\,{\%}"due"to
assimila1on."Over"northern"Eurasia,"the"large"increase"in"the"summer



dominates"the"approximately"40\,{\%}"increase"in"the"annual"total
source."The"rela1ve"increase"is"more"constant"with"season"over
Europe.

The"seasonal"varia1ons"of"the"sources"differ"significantly"among"the
regions"in"the"tropics,"reflec1ng"the"locality"of"convec1on"and
monsoon"ac1vity."The"predicted"sources"exhibit"broad"maxima"in"the
rainy"seasons"over"the"tropical"con1nental"regions;"that"is,"from
October"to"April"over"South"America,"from"April"to"September"over
Northern"Africa,"and"from"May"to"September"over"Southeast"Asia."Data
assimila1on"generally"enhances"the"seasonality"of"the"tropical
sources,"e.g."producing"two"source"maxima"in"May"and"July"over
northern"Africa."The"sources"over"South"America"are"increased"by"about
40\,{\%}"from"October"to"February,"which"is"primarily"aPributed"to
enhanced"sources"over"the"Amazon"during"the"South"American"monsoon.

Over"the"oceans,"the"retrieval"uncertain1es"of"OMI,"TES,"and"MOPITT
measurements"are"generally"larger"compared"to"over"land."Nevertheless,
substan1al"changes"in"the"regional"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"are"obtained
by"assimila1on"over"the"Pacific,"the"Indian"Ocean,"and"the"Atlan1c
in"the"tropics,"especially"along"the"ITCZ,"because"of"large"lightning
signals"in"the"chemical"concentra1ons."Data"assimila1on"produces
obvious"source"maxima"in"boreal"late"winter"over"the"Atlan1c"and"in
boreal"autumn::early"winter"over"the"Indian"Ocean."The"west"African
and"south"Asian"monsoons,"respec1vely,"may"be"responsible"for"these
enhancements"where"the"model"failed"to"predict"the"dis1nct
seasonality."Because"the"predicted"flash"rate"does"not"show"such"dis1nct"seasonality"over"the"
oceans.,"and"because""the"seasonal"amplitude"of"the"flash"rate"is"generally"smaller"in"the"
model"simula1on"than"in"the"LIS/OTD"measurements"over"the"oceans"(figure"not"shown),
these"changes"imply"errors"in"the"seasonal"varia1on"of"either"the"flash"rate"or"the"
\chem{NO_x}"produc1on"efficiency"over"the"oceans"in"the"model"simula1on."The"
\chem{LNO_x}"sources"over"the"tropical"Pacific"are
largely"increased"throughout"the"year,"with"a~mean"factor"of"about
two."As"a~result,"the"data"assimila1on"increases"the"annual"global
source"by"about"56\,{\%}"over"the"oceans."The"rela1ve"increase"of"the
total"source"is"smaller"over"land"(i.e.,"32\,{\%})"than"over"the
oceans."

\subsec1on{Ver1cal"distribu1on"of"the"\chem{LNO_x}source}



Figure~78"shows"the"changes"in"the"ver1cal"profiles"of"the
\chem{LNO_x}"sources."Data"assimila1on"increases"the"\chem{LNO_x}
sources"over"most"land"regions"by"20::50\,{\%}"in"the"upper
troposphere,"with"a~maximum"increase"at"240\,\unit{hPa}"in"the"global
and"annual"mean,"which"is"aPributed"to"the"source"increase"in"the"tropical"upper"
troposphere.". The"correc1ons"below"the"middle"troposphere"are"much

smaller."Compared"to"other"land"regions,"the"source"increase"in"the
upper"troposphere"is"much"smaller"over"Australia."Over"the"oceans,
persistent"strong"sources"associated"with"the"simulated"low"clouds"and
the"occurrence"of"IC"flashes"are"predicted"in"the"lower
troposphere."Data"assimila1on"further"increases"the"lower
tropospheric"sources"by"a~factor"of"up"to"two."A~roughly"twofold
increase"in"the"upper"tropospheric"sources"occurs"over"the"Pacific."In
the"annual"and"global"mean,"the"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"over"the"oceans
are"increased"by"40::50\,{\%}"in"the"lower"troposphere"and"by"up"to
65\,{\%}"in"the"upper"troposphere."We"note"that"errors"in"the"OMI"tropospheric"\chem{NO_2}"
column"retrievals"could"cause"large"uncertain1es"in"the"analyzed"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"over"
the"oceans,"as"will"be"discussed"in"Sec1on"6.1.1."

Table~23"summarizes"the"al1tude"(in"km)"with"maximum"\chem{LNO_x}
emission"(i.e.,"source"peak"height)."The"predicted"source"peak"heights
of"the"regional"sources"over"land"mostly"range"from"5\,\unit{km}"to
12\,\unit{km}"but"exceed"13\,\unit{km}"locally"over"central"Africa"and
central"America."Data"assimila1on"generally"lowers"the"regional"mean
peak"source"heights,"with"large"decreases"at"low"la1tudes"over
land."Substan1al"decreases"in"the"peak"heights"of"the"annual"sources
occur"over"Southeast"Asia"($:$0.74\,\unit{km}),"Australia
($:$0.41\,\unit{km}),"and"southern"Africa"($:$0.38\,\unit{km}),"whereas
the"changes"are"small"over"North"America"and"northern"Eurasia."Over
the"oceans,"and"in"par1cular"over"the"tropical"western"Pacific,"the
peak"height"is"substan1ally"lowered"by"about"1.2\,\unit{km}.

\subsec1on{Rela1ve"contribu1ons"of"individual"assimilated"datasets}

The"effects"of"individual"assimilated"datasets"on"the"es1mated
\chem{LNO_x}"sources"were"evaluated"through"observing"system
experiments"(OSEs)"by"separately"assimila1ng"each"dataset"with
CHASER:DAS"(Fig.~89)."The"assimila1on"of"OMI"\chem{NO_2}"measurements

dominates"the"overall"structure"of"the"total"analysis"increment."The



spa1al"distribu1on"in"the"monthly"mean"analysis"increment"of"the
source"column"reveals"a~high"correla1on"between"the"full"assimila1on
and"the"OSE"with"OMI"measurements"($r=0.55$::0.60)."This"demonstrates
the"dominant"role"of"the"OMI"\chem{NO_2}"retrievals"in"determining"the
\chem{LNO_x}"source"distribu1on"in"the"analysis.

The"measurements"of"species"other"than"\chem{NO_2}"also"provide
important"constraints"on"the"global"source"es1ma1on."The"assimilated
datasets"all"have"an"impact"on"the"global"source"analysis,"but"with
different"contribu1ons"from"individual"datasets,"as"summarized"in
Table~34."The"ver1cal"and"la1tudinal"structure"of"the"analysis
increments"obtained"from"the"assimila1on"of"MLS"\chem{O_3}"and
\chem{HNO_3}"data"are"generally"similar"(Fig.~89),"revealing"consistent
constraints"from"datasets"gathered"for"different"species"but"with"the
same"instrument."In"contrast,"the"respec1ve"correc1ons"from"MLS
\chem{O_3}"and"TES"\chem{O_3}"measurements"show"differences"in
magnitude"and"distribu1on."This"arises"from"differences"between"the
two"sets"of"measurements"in"the"coverage,"ver1cal"sensi1vity,"and
systema1c"error."The"nega1ve"analysis"increments"in"the"upper
tropospheric"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"obtained"from"the"assimila1on"of
TES"\chem{O_3}"data"likely"arises"from"the"TES"nega1ve"bias"(up"to
20\,{\%})"from"the"upper"troposphere"to"the"lower"stratosphere"in"the"southern"subtropics,"
see"
e.g."Nassar"et~al.~(2008),."whereas"those"in"the"northern"mid:la1tudes"may"be"associated"with"

the"posi1ve"bias"in"the"simulated"\chem{O_3}"(Miyazaki"et"al.,"2012a).

The"influences"measured"by"the"OSEs"mostly"reflect"the"effect"of
direct"source"op1miza1on"through"the"background"error"covariance."In
addi1on,"each"retrieval"indirectly"affects"the"source"es1ma1on
through"adjustments"made"to"the"various"concentra1on"fields."For
instance,"the"assimila1on"of"the"MLS"retrievals"corrects"the
concentra1ons"of"\chem{O_3}"and"\chem{NO_y}"species"in"the
stratosphere,"which"has"the"poten1al"to"improve"the"modelled"impact
of"stratospheric"air"on"tropospheric"concentra1ons"and"benefits"the
source"es1mate"derived"from"tropospheric"column."Furthermore,"the
assimila1on"of"MOPITT"\chem{CO}"data"changes"the"free"tropospheric"OH
concentra1on"by"up"to"5\,{\%},"corresponding"to"an"increase"of"about
25\,{\%}"in"the"annual"NH"total"\chem{CO}"emissions"(Miyazaki"et~al.,
2012a),"which"changed"the"monthly"global"\chem{LNO_x}"source"by"up"to



5\,{\%}"in"combina1on"with"the"other"satellite"datasets."The"simultaneous"assimila1on"also"
has"the"ability"to"constrain"ozone"produc1on"efficiencies"(OPE)"through"the"\chem{NO_x}:
\chem{CO}:\chem{OH}:\chem{O_3}"set"of"chemical"reac1ons,"which"may"improve"the"
\chem{LNO_x}"source"es1ma1on"with"the"assimila1on"of"TES"\chem{O_3}"data."Detailed"
analyses"are"required"to"measure"the"impact"of"the"simultaneous"assimila1on"on"OPE."

In"most"previous"studies,"\chem{NO_2}"measurements"were"used"to
op1mise"only"the"\chem{LNO_x}"produc1on."In"this"case,"the"accuracy
of"the"\chem{LNO_x}"source"es1mates"is"nega1vely"affected"by"various
sources"of"error,"including"the"surface"\chem{NO_x}"and"\chem{CO}
emissions"and"inflows"from"the"stratosphere."We"found"differences
reaching"about"50\,{\%}"on"the"regional"scale"when"comparing"the
mul1:species"assimila1on"and"a~simpler"\chem{LNO_x}"source
(i.e."single:parameter)"inversion"derived"from"\chem{NO_2}
measurements"only."The"single:parameter"approach"tends"to"have"larger
sources"(e.g.,"the"es1mated"global"\chem{LNO_x}"source"was
8.89\,\unit{Tg\,N\,yr^{:1}}"for"January"and
12.8\,\unit{Tg\,N\,yr^{:1}}"for"July),"because"of"the"analysis
increment"introduced"to"compensate"for"other"sources"of
error."Miyazaki"and"Eskes"(2013)"showed"that"the"a~priori"surface
\chem{NO_x}"emissions"are"possibly"underes1mated"by"up"to"67\,{\%}"on
the"regional"scale."The"simulated"\chem{O_3}"concentra1ons"in"the
stratosphere"are"also"biased"(Miyazaki"et~al.,"2012a)."These"sources
of"error"leads"to"an"excessive"model::observa1on"mismatch"in"the
\chem{LNO_x}"source"inversion."Note"that,"because"of"the"short
assimila1on"cycle"(i.e.,"100\,\unit{min}.),"the"\chem{LNO_x}"source
can"be"frequently"and"con1nuously"increased"to"compensate"for
persistent"model"errors."This"situa1on"may"cause"larger"\chem{LNO_x}
sources"in"our"es1mates"compared"to"those"with"a~longer"(e.g.,"one
month)"assimila1on"cycle"especially"when"only"\chem{LNO_x}"sources
are"op1mized.

\sec1on{Tropical"regions}

Lightning"strongly"influences"the"\chem{O_3}"produc1on"and"chemistry,"especially"in"the"
tropical"troposphere,"as"discussed"in"Sect."3.2.2"and"suggested"by"Sauvage"et"al."(2007a)."
Lightning"ac1vity"and"surface"\chem{NO_x}"sources"differ"considerably"among"the"tropical"
regions,"reflec1ng"varia1ons"in"the"meteorological"condi1ons"including"cumulus"convec1on"
ac1vity."This"sec1on"demonstrates"the"ability"of"CHASER:DAS"to"analyse"the"\chem{LNO_x}"
sources"and"\chem{O_3}"distribu1ons"in"several"tropical"regions.



\subsec1on{Valida1on"of"tropospheric"ozone}

The"valida1on"of"ozone"profiles"provides"useful"informa1on"on"the
performance"of"the"\chem{LNO_x}"source"es1ma1on,"because"of"the
strong"chemical"links"between"the"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"and"the
\chem{O_3}"concentra1on,"which"influence"the"simultaneous
op1miza1on"in"the"data"assimila1on."Figure~910"shows"a~comparison"of

modeled"and"analysed"ver1cal"\chem{O_3}"profiles"with"the"ozonesonde
observa1ons"taken"at"fourive"tropical"SHADOZ"sites."The"assimila1on
removes"most"of"the"\chem{O_3}"bias"in"the"upper"troposphere"when"the
predicted"lightning"ac1vity"is"maximal;"namely,"from"June"to"August
over"Costa"Rica,"from"December"to"February"over"Irene,"and"from
September"to"November"over"American"Samoa."Data"assimila1on"also
removed"most"of"the"free"tropospheric"nega1ve"bias"over"San"Cristobal
throughout"the"year"and"over"Ascension"from"December"to"February"and"from"September"to"
November."Sauvage"et"al."(2007b)"suggested"great"lightning"contribu1ons"to"\chem{O_3}"
concentra1ons"over"the"tropical"Atlan1c."Conversely,"the"assimila1on"does"not"obviously"
improve"the"lower"tropospheric"\chem{O_3}."Ozonesonde"observa1ons"from"39"loca1ons"(9"
loca1ons"in"the"tropics)"have"been"used"to"validate"the"global"ozone"profiles"(see"Sect.~6.3)."In"
the"tropics,"the"data"assimila1on"reduces"the"mean"ozone"concentra1on"bias:"by"11"\%"in"the"
lower"troposphere"(750::450"hPa),"by"63"\%"in"the"middle"troposphere"(450::200"hPa),"and"by"
79"\%"in"the"upper"troposphere"(200::90"hPa)"in"January."Similar"improvements"were"reported"
before"by"Miyazaki"et"al."(2012a)."

Table~45"summarizes"the"valida1on"results"of"the"monthly"mean"tropospheric"ozone"column"
(TOC)
against"the"MLS"and"OMI"measurements"in"the"tropics."The"general
spa1al"structures"observed"are"well"captured"by"both"the"simula1on
and"the"assimila1on,"as"confirmed"by"the"high"spa1al"correla1on
($r=0.85\sim0.92$)."The"CTM"simula1on"overes1mates"the"TOC"in"the
northern"subtropics,"especially"over"northern"Africa,"India,"and
eastern"Asia"(figure"not"shown)."Large"model"errors"are"also"found"over"the"western"
Atlan1c,"where"the"simulated"ozone"is"too"low"in"January"and"too"high
in"July."Data"assimila1on"mi1gates"these"errors,"removing"most"of
the"bias"and"reducing"the"global"RMSE"by"20::30\,{\%}."The"improved"agreement"with"TOC"
data"is"mainly"aPributed"to"the"assimila1on"of"TES"\chem{O_3}"(Miyazaki"et"al.,"2012a)."
Because
lightning"substan1ally"influences"the"amount"of"\chem{O_3}"in"the



tropics,"and"because"the"data"assimila1on"simultaneously"op1mizes"the"\chem{O_3}"and"the"
\chem{LNO_x}"source,"significantly"improved"agreement"with"the"independent
ozone"observa1ons"gives"confidence"in"the"performance"of"the
\chem{LNO_x}"es1mates."

\subsec1on{The"tropical"western"Pacific}

The"tropical"western"Pacific"is"a~region"with"ac1ve"cumulus
convec1on"which"substan1ally"influences"the"ver1cal"profile"of
chemical"compounds."The"warm"sea"surface"and"high"convec1ve"available
poten1al"energy"(CAPE)"ac1vate"ver1cal"uplixing"and"lightning"especially"over"the"mari1me"
con1nent."The
parameteriza1on"for"the"flash"rate"es1ma1on"assumes"that"the
meteorological"fields"in"the"model"represent"the"deep"convec1on"that
generates"lightning."Large"uncertain1es"in"the simulated clouds and
the \chem{LNO_x}"sources"are"expected"over"the"tropical"western
Pacific"because"of"errors"in"the"tropical"Pacific"ITCZ"cumulus"clouds"simulated"by"the"AGCM"
(Emori"et"al.,"2005).", since these are heavily parameterized in the model.

Figure~101"shows"the"regional"distribu1on"of"total"cloud"frac1on"and
tropospheric"concentra1ons"of"\chem{NO_2}"and"\chem{O_3}"over"the
tropical"western"Pacific"in"mid:August."Compared"to"the"OMI"cloud
data,"the"AGCM"shows"systema1c"errors"in"the"loca1on"and"total"cloud
frac1on"of"the"ITCZ."Although"the"meteorological"condi1ons"in"the
AGCM"are"nudged"toward"the"NCEP:II"reanalysis,"the"use"of"the"cumulus
parameteriza1on"causes"a~large"uncertainty"in"the"simulated"cloud"and
\chem{LNO_x}"source"structures. ."Accurate"simula1ons"of"the"cloud"posi1on"are"important"to"
properly"distribute"the"\chem{LNO_x}"sources,"while"errors"in"the"simulated"cloud"top"height"
lead"to"uncertain1es"in"the"total"source"strength."
The"regional"mean"strength"of"the
\chem{LNO_x}"sources"is"increased"by"a~factor"of"two"due"to"data
assimila1on,"but"the"spa1al"distribu1on"is"only"slightly"modified
because"of"the"sparse"coverage"of"the"observa1ons"and"large
uncertainty"in"individual"data.

The"analysed"\chem{NO_2}"and"\chem{O_3}"concentra1ons"show"bePer"agreements"with"the"
observa1ons"(Fig."11)"because"of"the"simultaneous"data"assimila1on."
"The"simula1on"underes1mates"the"regional"mean"\chem{NO_2}
concentra1on"in"the"upper"troposphere"by"65\,{\%}"compared"to"the"OMI
\chem{NO_2}"retrieval,"whereas"data"assimila1on"removes"most"of"the



bias."Agreements"with"TES"\chem{O_3}"fields"are"also"greatly"improved
by"data"assimila1on,"despite"the"sparse"coverage"of"the"TES
measurements."Because"of"the"simultaneous"op1miza1on"of"the
\chem{LNO_x}"sources"and"these"chemical"concentra1ons,"the
improvements"suggest"that"the"regional"total"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"are
reasonably"es1mated"by"data"assimila1on."In"contrast,"to"bePer
represent"the"observed"fine"structure"associated"with"individual
occurrences"of"cloud,"a~high:resolu1on"model"is"required."This"is
discussed"further"in"Sect.~6.1.2.

\subsec1on{Central"Africa}

Africa"is"the"region"with"the"strongest"lightning"ac1vity"and"the
largest"source"of"biomass"burning"over"the"globe"(e.g."Chris1an
et~al.,"2003)."In"this"region,"large"uncertain1es"in"the"simulated
cumulus"cloud"and"biomass"burning"ac1vity"are"expected,"as"suggested"by"Emori"et"al."(2005)"
and"Stroppiana"et"al."(2010),"respec1vely,"which"will
cause"errors"in"the"predicted"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"and"chemical
concentra1ons."\chem{NO_2}"concentra1ons"exhibit"dis1nct"ver1cal
and"la1tudinal"varia1ons"over"western"Africa"(Fig.~112)."These
varia1ons"are"produced"by"various"factors"such"as"convec1ve
uplixing,"stratospheric"inflows,"surface"sources,"and"lightning
sources."The"lower"tropospheric"\chem{NO_2}"concentra1ons"are"maximal
over"northern"(around"5::20{\degree}\,N)"and"central
(153{\degree}\,S::Equator)"Africa,"owing"to"in"situ"emissions"from

biomass"burning."In"the"upper"troposphere,"strong"\chem{LNO_x}"sources
cause"a~maximum"\chem{NO_2}"concentra1on"over"northern"Africa
(5::15{\degree}\,N)."Data"assimila1on"increases"the"surface
\chem{NO_x}"emissions"over"northern"and"central"Africa"by"up"to
90\,{\%}"and"the"\chem{LNO_x}"source"over"northern"Africa"by"about
50\,{\%},"which"acts"to"strengthen"the"local"maximum"in"\chem{NO_2}
concentra1ons.

The"tropospheric"\chem{O_3}"distribu1ons"also"show"dis1nct
varia1ons"over"central"Africa."The"surface"\chem{NO_x}"and"\chem{CO}
emissions"and"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"lead"to"\chem{O_3}"produc1on,
whereas"the"inflows"from"the"stratosphere"along"the"subtropical"jet
stream"predominantly"determine"the"la1tudinal"\chem{O_3}"varia1ons
in"the"upper"troposphere."The"mul1:species"data"assimila1on"provides



comprehensive"constraints"on"these"processes"and"the"\chem{O_3}
varia1ons."The"assimila1on"of"TES"data"modifies"the"\chem{O_3}
distribu1on"around"the"African"monsoon"circula1on,"whereas"the
assimila1on"of"MLS"observa1ons"improves"the"stratospheric
inflow"(figure"not"shown)."Assimila1on"of"MOPITT"and"OMI"measurements"provides"important
constraints"on"the"OH"fields"and"chemical"\chem{O_3}"produc1on."These
case"studies"demonstrate"once"more"the"u1lity"of"the"simultaneous
data"assimila1on"for"regional"process"studies.

\sec1on{Discussion}

\subsec1on{Uncertainty"of"the"\chem{LNO_x}"source"es1mate}

\subsubsec1on{Systema1c"satellite"observa1on"errors}

The"quality"of"the"assimilated"measurements"largely"influences"the
\chem{LNO_x}"source"uncertainty."Boersma"et~al.~(2011)"showed"that"the
different"OMI"\chem{NO_2}"retrievals"have"biases"up"to"40\,{\%}
because"of"errors"in"the"retrieval"processes."Although"this"study"uses
the"latest"improved"retrievals,"systema1c"errors"will"s1ll"be
present"in"the"retrievals."We"performed"a~sensi1vity"experiment"by
adding"an"ar1ficial"posi1ve"bias"of"15\,{\%}"to"the"OMI"\chem{NO_2}
retrievals."This"increased"the"monthly"regional"and"global
\chem{LNO_x}"sources"by"up"to"14\,{\%}"and"3\,{\%},"respec1vely,"as
summarized"in"Table~56."It"is"emphasized"that"low"\chem{NO_2}"concentra1ons"over"the"
oceans"are"mostly"smaller"than"the"OMI"noise"level."Errors"related"to"the"separa1on"of"
stratospheric"and"tropospheric"\chem{NO_2}"could"also"cause"errors"in"the"OMI"tropospheric"
\chem{NO_2}"column"retrievals"(Lamsal"et"al.,"2010;"Boersma"et"al.,"2011)."These"may"cause"
large"uncertain1es"in"the"analyzed"\chem{LNO_x}"sources,"especially"over"the"oceans.

Any"bias"in"the"measurements"of"species"other
than"\chem{NO_2}"also"affects"the"quality"of"the"sources"es1mated"in
the"simultaneous"assimila1on"framework."TES"\chem{O_3}"data"are"known
to"have"posi1ve"biases"in"the"upper"troposphere"compared"to
ozonesonde"observa1ons"(Worden"et~al.,"2007;"Nassar"et~al.,
2008)."A~sensi1vity"experiment"was"performed"in"which"a~bias
correc1on"for"TES"\chem{O_3}"data"was"applied."This"consisted"of
a~uniform"3.3\,\unit{ppbv}"above"500\,\unit{hPa}"and"6.5\,\unit{ppbv}
below"500\,\unit{hPa},"as"recommended"by"Worden"et~al.~(2009)."The
result"of"this"experiment"suggests"that"such"a~bias"in"TES"\chem{O_3}



increases"the"es1mated"monthly"global"\chem{LNO_x}"source"by"up"to
14\,{\%}"(Table~56)."Implemen1ng"a~reasonable"bias"correc1on"scheme
for"individual"retrievals"is"therefore"clearly"important"to"obtain
unbiased"source"es1mates.

The"presence"of"clouds"influences"both"the"quality"and"sensi1vity"of
the"satellite"retrievals."The"retrieval"uncertainty"is"increased"by
errors"related"to"cloud"frac1on,"while"the"retrieval"sensi1vity"at
cloud"top"or"above"is"enhanced"by"mul1ple"scaPering"and"the"high
albedo"(Boersma"et~al.,"2005)."In"situa1ons"of"high"cloud"with"strong
lightning"ac1vity,"a~large"frac1on"of"the"\chem{LNO_x}"reaches"the
top"and"anvil"of"the"cloud"(Ridley"et~al.,"1996)."The"\chem{LNO_x}
produced"can"reside"above"the"cloud"for"several"days,"because"of"the
long"life1me"of"\chem{NO_x}"in"the"upper"troposphere,"and"the
enhanced"concentra1ons"may"be"detected"by"remote
observa1ons."Furthermore,"an"instrument"like"OMI"is"sensi1ve"to
\chem{NO_2}"in"the"upper"part"of"thunderstorm"clouds."In"most"previous
studies,"however,"cloud:covered"observa1ons"were"simply"ignored"to
avoid"an1cipated"retrieval"complica1ons."A~sensi1vity"experiment
was"performed"in"which"cloud:covered"OMI"\chem{NO_2}"observa1ons"were
removed"when"the"cloud"radiance"frac1on"is"larger"than"50\,{\%}."This
experiment"confirmed"that"the"cloud:covered"data"have"an"impact"on"the
\chem{LNO_x}"source"es1ma1on,"as"summarized"in"Table~56"and"depicted
in"Fig.~123."The"large"changes"associated"with"the"cloud:covered"data
are"found"above"roughly"450\,\unit{hPa}"in"the"tropics"and"in"the"NH,
with"source"increases"up"to"about"40\,{\%}"in"the"NH"subtropical"upper
troposphere"in"July."The"global"\chem{LNO_x}"source"is"increased"by
12\,{\%}"in"July"when"cloud:covered"observa1ons"are"used."These
results"imply"that"cloud:covered"OMI"\chem{NO_2}"data"contain
important"informa1on"on"the"\chem{LNO_x}"source"amounts"above"and
inside"clouds."However,"errors"in"the"simulated"cloud"profiles"(c.f.,
Fig.~101),"and"in"the"retrieved"cloud:al1tude"dependent"averaging
kernels,"may"cause"biases"in"the"cloudy"scene"analysis.

The"life1mes"of"\chem{NO_x},"\chem{HNO_3},"and"\chem{O_3}"are"much
longer"in"the"upper"troposphere"than"in"the"lower"troposphere,"and
also"the"satellite"observa1ons"(e.g."TES,"MLS,"and"cloud:covered"OMI
observa1ons)"show"a~higher"sensi1vity"in"the"middle"to"upper
troposphere."This"situa1on"also"helps"to"provide"constraints"on"the



\chem{LNO_x}"source"far"from"the"convec1ve"clouds"that"produced"the
\chem{LNO_x}."The"large"spread"of"the"different"es1mates"indicates
that"es1mates"of"the"\chem{LNO_x}"source"distribu1on"and"the"global
\chem{LNO_x}"source"amount"are"highly"sensi1ve"to"the"satellite"data
used."Subsequent"use"of"new"measurements"is"expected"to"influence"the
source"es1ma1on"to"a~considerable"degree.

\subsubsec1on{Systema1c"model"errors}

The"mismatch"between"the"simulated"and"observed"concentra1ons"is
partly"caused"by"various"sources"of"error"in"the"model."For"instance,
errors"in"the"life1me"of"\chem{NO_x},"the"emissions"of"ozone
precursors,"the"inflows"from"the"stratosphere,"and"the
parameteriza1on"of"convec1ve"transport"will"dominate"the"mismatch
and"thus"may"have"an"impact"on"the"quality"of"the"\chem{LNO_x}"source
es1ma1on"(e.g.,"Jourdain"et~al.,"2010)."As"suggested"in"Sect.~4.4,
the"use"of"mul1ple"datasets"causes"the"analysis"increment"of"the
\chem{LNO_x}"sources"to"become"smaller"because"several"sources"of
error"are"corrected"simultaneously."In"a~parameter"inversion"that
op1mizes"the"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"only,"the"analysis"increments"will
compensate"for"errors"that"occur"not"only"in"the"\chem{LNO_x}"sources
but"also"in"the"other"sources"and"species"concentra1ons."This"will
result"in"overcorrec1ons"in"the"\chem{LNO_x}"source
es1ma1on."Despite"this"advantage"of"the"simultaneous"assimila1on"of
mul1ple"satellite"datasets,"sources"of"error"will"remain"because"the
satellite"data"do"not"fully"constrain"the"model."Possible"systema1c
error"sources"are"discussed"below.

Cumulus"convec1on"plays"an"important"role"in"determining"the"ver1cal
profile"of"chemical"concentra1ons."Because"the"\chem{NO_x}"chemical
life1me"in"the"troposphere"depends"on"al1tude"(i.e.,"longer"at
higher"al1tude),"cumulus"convec1on"affects"the"total"amount"of
\chem{NO_x}"in"the"troposphere"and,"accordingly,"\chem{NO_x}"source
inversion."However,"the"cumulus"parameteriza1on"is"highly"uncertain
and"leads"to"systema1c"errors"in"the"simulated"clouds"(e.g.,"Emori
et~al.,"2005)."A~sensi1vity"experiment"in"which"the"convec1ve"mass
flux"from"the"cumulus"parameteriza1on"was"increased"by"20\,{\%}
resulted"in"a~varia1on"of"up"to"6\,{\%}"in"the"tropical"\chem{LNO_x}
sources"(Table~56)."The"high"sensi1vity"of"the"\chem{LNO_x}"source
es1ma1on"to"model"convec1on"is"commonly"reported"by"Lin"(2012).



The"model"also"shows"systema1c"errors"in"the"loca1on"of"cumulus
clouds"(c.f.,"Fig.~101)."An"accurate"determina1on"of"cloud"posi1ons

is"important"for"analysing"the"\chem{LNO_x}"source"paPerns."The
loca1on"of"the"ITCZ"clouds"is"sensi1ve"to"sea"surface"temperature
(SST)"in"the"GCM"simula1on."A~sensi1vity"experiment"using"the"SST
data"set"obtained"for"1997"(a~strong"El"Ni\~{n}o"year)"showed
a~varia1on"of"up"to"4\,{\%}"in"the"global"\chem{LNO_x}"es1mates
(Table~56)."The"impact"of"changing"the"SST"data"was"different"for"different"regions;"e.g.," and 
increased"the"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"over"the"Pacific"increased"by
14\,{\%}"in"January."This"indicates"that"the"uncertainty"in"the
\chem{LNO_x}"es1mate"due"to"errors"in"the"simulated"clouds"is
significant.

The"satellite"measurements"used"in"our"analysis"contain"limited
informa1on"to"constrain"the"influences"of"model"errors"due"to"fast
chemistry"(e.g."which"determines"the"$\chem{NO_2}/\chem{NO}$"ra1o)"and
transient"transport"processes"(e.g."due"to"convec1on"and"boundary
layer"mixing)."On"the"basis"of"a~comparison"with"aircrax
measurements,"Miyazaki"et~al.~(2012b)"implied"that"the
$\chem{NO_2}/\chem{NO}$"ra1o"in"the"free"troposphere"over"Mexico"is
not"realis1cally"represented"even"when"observa1ons"of"mul1ple
species"are"assimilated."Accordingly,"changes"in"the"chemical"scheme
are"expected"to"affect"the"es1mated"sources."For"instance,"Stavrakou
et~al.~(2013)"demonstrated"the"strong"effect"of"\chem{NO_x}"loss
uncertain1es"on"top:down"\chem{NO_x}"source"inversion"by"using
several"different"chemical"schemes."In"addi1on,"the"diurnal
varia1ons"of"lightning"ac1vity"are"determined"with"the"aid"of"the
parameteriza1on"in"the"model,"since"the"assimilated"measurements
provide"constraints"mainly"around"noon."Although"the"departures
(observa1on"minus"forecast)"reflect"model"errors"accumulated"over
a~period"of"several"days,"because"of"the"long"life1me"of"the"chemical
cons1tuents"in"the"upper"troposphere,"errors"in"the"simulated"diurnal
variability"in"the"chemical"concentra1ons"and"in"the"lightning
ac1vity"will"lead"to"large"uncertain1es"in"the"source"es1mate."

The"actual"spa1otemporal"scale"of"lightning"ac1vity"is"typically
much"smaller"than"the"model"resolu1on."A~finer"resolu1on"model"is
required"to"capture"the"influences"of"lightning"and"atmospheric



transport"on"the"scale"of"individual"clouds"and"efficiently"assimilate
fine:scale"retrievals."We"confirmed"that"in"comparison"with"the"GCM
simula1on"the"high:resolu1on"Weather"Research"and"Forecas1ng"model
(WRF:ARW)"version"3.4.1"(Skamarock"et~al.,"2008)"with"3\,\unit{km}
horizontal"grid"spacing"and"without"any"cumulus"convec1on
parameteriza1on"provides"a~bePer"agreement"with"the"satellite
observa1ons"in"terms"of"the"cloud"distribu1on"over"the"western
Pacific,"by"bePer"represen1ng"the"small:scale"cloud"and"wind
structures"(figure"not"shown)."Data"assimila1on"with"high:resolu1on
models"are"expected"to"improve"the"\chem{LNO_x}"source"es1mate.
Although"the"aircrax"\chem{NO_x}"emissions"likely"have"rela1vely"small"uncertain1es"(e.g.,"
Wilkerson"et"al.,"2010),"the"\chem{LNO_x}"source"es1mates"might"be"influenced"by"errors"in"
the"aircrax"emissions"especially"along"the"major"flight"routes"in"the"northern"extratropics.

\subsubsec1on{Data"assimila1on"error"modelling}

$\chi^2$"diagnos1c"tests"(e.g."Menard"and"Chang,"2000)"isare"used"to
measure"the"data"assimila1on"sta1s1cs."The"$\chi^2$"is"es1mated"from"the"ra1o"of"the"
differences"between"the"model"forecast"and"observa1ons"to"the"es1mated"background"
covariances."This"measures"whether"the"background"covariance"matrix"producing"realis1c"
errors."The"$\chi^2$"ra1o"becomes"1"if"the"background"error"covariance"matches"the"model:
observa1on"differences."
The"annual"mean"$\chi^2$"was
about"1.2"for"OMI"\chem{NO_2},"0.8"for"TES"\chem{O_3},"0.7"for"MOPITT
CO,"2.1"for"MLS"\chem{O_3},"and"1.6"for"MLS"\chem{HNO_3},
demonstra1ng"that"the"overall"magnitude"of"the"background"error
covariances"are"reasonably"modelled"in"the"data"assimila1on."The"too
large"$\chi^2$"for"the"MLS"data"imply"an"overconfidence"in"the"model,
and"is"largely"aPributed"to"the"prescribed"concentra1ons"for
\chem{O_3},"\chem{NO_x},"\chem{HNO_3},"and"\chem{N_2O_5}"above
20\,\unit{km}"al1tude"in"CHASER.

The"mean"analysis"spread,"as"es1mated"by"transforming"the"background"ensemble"in"the"data"
assimila1on"(c.f.,"Eq."(4)),for"the"annual"global"source"strength"is
about"0.9\,\unit{Tg\,N\,yr^{:1}}"for"the"annual"global"source"strength."This"can"be"translated"
into"an"error"es1mate"for
the"total"yearly"source."The"\chem{LNO_x}"analysis"is"obtained"from
informa1on"of"roughly"two"weeks"of"measurements,"as"demonstrated"by
the"spin:up"period"of"the"assimila1on"(i.e.,"the"spin:up"period"was"required"to"obtain"a"
converged"solu1on"in"the"analysis)."If"we"assume"that"individual



two:weekly"\chem{LNO_x}"es1ma1ons"are"uncorrelated,"then"the"impact
of"the"analysis"spread"on"the"uncertainty"in"the"total"yearly
\chem{LNO_x}"can"be"es1mated"as
$0.9/\sqrt{24}$\,\unit{Tg\,N\,yr^{:1}},"or"about"0.2\,\unit{Tg\,N\,yr^{:1}}."This
contribu1on"is"insignificant"in"comparison"to"other"error"terms
discussed"in"this"sec1on.

Although"both"the"analysis"mean"and"spread"fields"are"updated"by"the
data"assimila1on,"the"a~priori"error"assump1on"may"influence"the
analysis"results."In"our"study,"the"a~priori"error"was"set"to"60\,{\%}
for"the"lightning"source"and"40\,{\%}"for"the"surface"emission."We
confirmed"that"increasing"the"a~priori"error"of"one"of"the"surface"or
lightning"sources"of"\chem{NO_x}"by"20\,{\%}"changes"the"global
es1mate"of"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"by"not"more"than"a~few"percent,
demonstra1ng"the"robustness"of"the"source"analysis"(Table~56)."On"the
regional"scale,"however,"the"impact"is"no"longer"negligible.""For
instance,"over"the"tropical"biomass"burning"regions"and"the
mid:la1tude"polluted"regions,"the"change"in"the"a~priori"error
influences"the"monthly"regional"source"by"up"to"7\,{\%}."Therefore,"the"es1mated"
\chem{LNO_x}"sources"could"have"large"uncertain1es,"especially"where"the"surface"emissions"
are"large"and"variable."The"a~priori
error"dependence"of"the"surface"and"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"in"the
analysis"is"related"to"the"ver1cal"sensi1vity"of"the"assimilated
measurements."Retrievals"with"a~strongly"varying"ver1cal"sensi1vity
will"help"to"separate"the"surface"and"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"more
efficiently."A~sensi1vity"experiment"in"which"the"a~priori"global
total"\chem{LNO_x}"source"is"increased"by"15\,{\%}"demonstrates"that
the"es1mated"\chem{LNO_x}"source"amount"is"influenced"by"the"a~priori
source"seqng"(Table~6);"the"global"a:posteriori"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"are"increased"by"4"\%"
in"January"and"10"\%"in"Julyto some extent (Table~5)."Further"constraints"from
addi1onal"measurements"or"longer"assimila1on"cycles"may"be"required
to"fully"remove"the"a~priori"seqng"dependence.

The"data"assimila1on"employs"a~localiza1on"technique"to"avoid
sampling"errors"caused"by"the"limited"ensemble"size."The"horizontal
localiza1on"scale"(L)"of"600\,\unit{km}"applied"in"this"study"was
op1mised"based"on"sensi1vity"experiments"on"the"basis"of"comparisons
with"independent"observa1ons"(Miyazaki"et~al.,"2012a)."In"the"upper
troposphere,"the"life1mes"of"NO,"\chem{HNO_3},"and"\chem{O_3}"are
generally"longer"than"a~day,"and"long:range"transport"of"\chem{LNO_x}



can"occur."A~larger"localiza1on"length"may"be"useful"when"satellite
measurements"detect"aged"\chem{LNO_x}"air."We"confirmed"that"doubling
the"localiza1on"scale"(i.e."to"1200\,\unit{km})"changes"the"monthly
global"source"by"up"to"12\,{\%},"but"this"generally"degrades"the
agreement"with"the"independent"observa1ons,"especially"the"ozonesonde
observa1ons"made"in"the"lower"and"middle"troposphere."Introducing"an
adap1ve"localiza1on"technique"that"considers"the"structures"of"the
chemical"life1me"and"atmospheric"circula1on,"or"increasing"the
ensemble"size"may"be"useful"to"improve"the"efficiency"with"which
remote"observa1ons"are"used."The"choice"of"the"length"of"the"data"assimila1on"cycle"could"
also"influence"the"data"assimila1on"result"associated"with"dis1nct"diurnal"varia1ons"in"
tropospheric"chemistry.

\subsubsec1on{Total"systema1c"error}

The"total"error"on"the"es1mate"of"the"\chem{LNO_x}"source"will"be
dominated"by"systema1c"errors"such"as"the"ones"discussed"above."The
uncertainty"caused"by"the"ensemble"spread"was"found"to"be"small
compared"to"the"numbers"given"in"Table~56."From"the"systema1c
satellite"and"model"uncertain1es"listed"in"Table~56"we"obtain"an"error
es1mate"of"about"1\,\unit{Tg\,N\,yr^{:1}}"(0.7"in"January,"1.6"in
July),"if"we"assume"that"the"individual"systema1c"error"sources"are
uncorrelated."Apart"from"these"sensi1vity"experiments"(summarised"in
Table~56)"several"other"sources"of"error"may"be"introduced."In
par1cular,"Stavrakou"et~al.~(2013)"claimed"that"the"uncertainty"in
the"loss"processes"is"very"large"for"\chem{NO_x}"resul1ng"in"a~factor
of"1.8"difference"(3.3::5.9"\,\unit{Tg\,N\,yr^{:1}})"between"upper"and"lower"es1mates"of"the
\chem{LNO_x}"source."This"would"translate"into"an"error"bar"of"about
1\,\unit{Tg\,N\,yr^{:1}}."If"this"is"added"as"an"independent"source"of"error"on"top"of"the"ones"
listed"in"Table"6,"If"such"an"effect"is"added"to"the"results"in
Table~5,"the"total"error"bar"would"increase"to"about
1.4"($=\sqrt{1^2+1^2}$)\,\unit{Tg\,N\,yr^{:1}}.

\subsec1on{Implica1on"for"the"parameteriza1on"of"\chem{LNO_x}}

\subsubsec1on{Flash"ac1vity}

With"respect"to"the"climatology"based"on"satellite"observa1ons,"the
scheme"of"Price"and"Rind"(1992)"overes1mated"the"flash"ac1vity"over
South"America"but"underes1mated"that"over"central"Africa"and"over



most"of"the"tropical"convergence"zones,"as"reported"in"previous
studies"(e.g."Allen"and"Pickering,"2002;"Labrador"et~al.,"2005;"Mar1n
et~al.,"2007)."Boccippio"(2002)"also"pointed"out"inconsistencies"between"the"
scheme"of"Price"and"Rind"(1992)"and"satellite"observa1ons"over"the"oceans."The"modelling"of"
the"flash"rate"may"be"improved"by
using"a~more"advanced"parameterisza1on."However,"Tost"et~al.~(2007)
concluded"that"the"observed"lightning"distribu1ons"were"not"even
approximately"reproduced"with"any"of"the"lightning"parameterisza1ons
based"on"either"cloud:top"height,"updrax"velocity,"updrax"mass"flux,
or"convec1ve"precipita1on.

Murray"et~al.~(2012)"demonstrated"that"applying"monthly"scaling
factors"obtained"from"the"LIS/OTD"satellite"instruments"improves"the
tropical"ozone"simula1on."However,"we"found"that"the"simulated
concentra1ons"are"only"slightly"changed"by"scaling"the"global
lightning"flash"count"to"the"climatological"observa1ons"from"the
LIS/OTD."The"satellite"observa1ons"cannot"be"used"to"adjust"the"detailed
spa1al"structure"of"the"flash"frequency"because"of"the"small"amount
of"coverage"on"a~daily"basis."On"the"other"hand,"an"increase"in"the
annual"\chem{LNO_x}"amount"from"4.7"to"6.3\,\unit{Tg\,N\,yr^{:1}}"is
obtained"from"assimila1on"but"cannot"simply"be"explained"by"a~roughly
4::9"\,{\%}"(=7::12"\,{\%}"minus"3"\,{\%})"\,{\%}"underes1ma1on"of"the"global"lightning"flash"
frequency"as
compared"to"the"LIS/OTD climatological"observa1onsy"(41.2"\,\unit{flashes\,s^{:1}}"v.s."44"or"
46"\,\unit{flashes\,s^{:1}})"and"considering"about"3"\%"lower"flash"frequency"in"2007"
compared"to"the"climatology"(c.f.,"Sect."3.2.1)."VVarious"factors,"such"as"for
instance"the"\chem{NO_x}"produc1on"per"flash,"are"responsible"for
uncertainty"in"the"\chem{LNO_x}"source"parameterisza1on."Meanwhile,
the"rela1ve"posi1ve"adjustment"of"the"lightning"source"is"larger
over"the"oceans"compared"to"land"(58\,{\%}"vs."30\,{\%})."This
finding"may"indicate"that"the"power"1.73"in"the"modelling"of"the
height"dependence"of"the"lightning"ac1vity"over"ocean"is
underes1mated"in"the"Price"and"Rind"(1992)"approach."We"note"that"comparisons"against"the"
LIS/OTD"observa1ons"consistently"reveal"a"larger"underes1ma1on"in"the"parameterised"global"
flash"rate"over"the"oceans"(about"27"\%)"than"over"land"(about"5"\%)."On"the"other"hand,"over"
the"tropical"oceans"(Pacific,"Atlan1c,"and"Indian"Oceans),"the"difference"between"the"observed"
and"the"parameterised"flash"rate"is"rela1vely"small,"as"summarised"in"Table"7."This"suggests"
that"errors"in"the"\chem{NO_x}"produc1on"efficiency"rather"than"those"in"the"flash"rate"could"
be"responsible"for"the"large"increase"in"the"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"over"the"tropical"oceans."
This"will"be"further"discussed"in"Sect."6.2.2."



\subsubsec1on{\chem{NO_x}"produc1on"per"flash"and"CG/IC"ra1o}

Even"if"the"flash"frequency"could"be"predicted"accurately"by"the
model,"an"uncertainty"in"the"amount"of"\chem{NO_x}"produced"per"flash
would"lead"to"an"error"in"the"\chem{LNO_x}"source"es1mates."The
annual"global"\chem{LNO_x}"source"from"our"es1mates"corresponds"to
a~mean"NO"produc1on"of"about"350\,\unit{mol\,flash^{:1}}."based"on"the"parameterized"flash"
rate,"as"summarized"in"Table"7."Because"errors"in"the"parameterized"flash"rate"influence"this"
es1ma1on,"we"also"use"the"LIS/OTD"climatological"observa1ons;"a"global"mean"NO"produc1on"
of"about"310\,\unit{mol\,flash^{:1}}"is"es1mated"using"the"flash"observa1ons."ThisBoth"these"
values
isare"within"the"range"of"most"other"recent"es1mates,"as"summarised"in"Table"8."For"instance,
Schumann"and"Huntrieser"(2007)"suggested"a~best"es1mate"of
250\,\unit{mol\,NO\,flash^{:1}}."OP"et~al.~(2010)"reported"a~mean
value"of"500\,\unit{mol\,flash^{:1}}"from"a~cloud:resolved"modelling"analysis"of
mid:la1tude"and"sub:tropical"storms."Hudman"et~al.~(2007)"and
Jourdain"et~al.~(2010)"showed,"respec1vely,"that"a~con1nental
produc1on"rate"of"500"or"520\,\unit{mol\,NO\,flash^{:1}}"gives"reasonable
performance"in"a~chemical"simula1on"over"the"United"States."Boersma
et~al.~(2005)"used"the"Global"Ozone"Monitoring"Experiment"(GOME)
\chem{NO_2}"data"and"es1mated"a~global"\chem{LNO_x}"source"strength
of"1.61::6.4\,\unit{Tg\,N\,yr^{:1}},"implying"a~produc1on"rate"of
82::328\,\unit{mol\,NO\,flash^{:1}}"based"on"the"LIS/OTD"climatology.

The"amount"of"\chem{NO_x}"produced"per"flash"may"not"be"constant"over
the"globe."It"varies"with"flash"strength,"extension,"type,"branching,
and"other"factors."Huntrieser"et~al.~(2008)"suggested"that"tropical
thunderstorms"are"less"effec1ve"than"mid:la1tude"storms"in
\chem{LNO_x}"produc1on"per"flash"due"to"lower"wind"shears"and"smaller
stroke"lengths."Our"analysis"for"July"consistently"reveals"a~large
produc1on"per"flash"of"430"and"350"\,\unit{mol}"of"NO"in"the"NH
(20::90{\degree}\,N)"compared"to"360"and"240\,\unit{mol}"of"NO"in"the"tropics
(20{\degree}\,S::20{\degree}\,N)"based"on"the"parameterised"flash
rate"and"the"LIS/OTD"observa1ons,"respec1vely."There"are"also"obvious"regional"differences;"
e.g.,"a~large"produc1on"per"flash"of"about"440"and"570"are"es1mated"for"the"northern"Eurasia"
con1nent"based"on"the"parameterised"flash"rate"and"the"LIS/OTD"observa1ons,"respec1vely,"
as"summarised"in"Table"7"and"shown"in"Fig."14."The"detailed"spa1al"structures"in"the"
produc1on"efficiencies"es1mated"from"the"analysed"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"and"the"observed"
and"the"parameterised"flash"rates"(Fig."14)"may"reflect"not"only"varia1ons"in"flash"



characteris1cs"but"also"noises"and"errors"in"the"assimilated"and"flash"measurements"(c.f.,"
Sec1on"6.1.2)."Note"that"the"local"produc1on"efficiency"es1mated"using"the"observed"flash"
rate"becomes"unrealis1cally"large"where"the"observed"flash"rate"is"much"smaller"than"the"
model"flash"rate"(e.g.,"over"most"of"the"remote"oceans)."

The"NO"produc1on"efficiencies"es1mated"using"the"simulated"total"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"and"
the"simulated"flash"rate"by"the"model"parameteriza1on"(without"any"assimila1on)"are"about"
20"\%"lower"over"land"and"about"11"\%"lower"over"the"oceans,"compared"with"those"
es1mated"using"the"analysed"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"and"the"flash"observa1ons."The"obtained"
results"imply"general"underes1ma1ons"in"the"\chem{NO_x}"produc1on"efficiency"simulated"by"
the"model,"although"there"are"obvious"regional"differences"in"the"es1mates"(Table"7)."The"
underes1ma1on"could"be"aPributed"to"errors"either"in"the"parameterised"IC/CG"flash"ra1o"
(c.f.,"Eq."(5))"or"in"the"assump1ons"on"the"produc1on"efficiency"of"IC"and"CG"flashes""(c.f.,"
Sec1on"3.2.1)."Detailed"analyses"of"individual"storms"with"a~high:resolu1on
model"are"required"to"provide"further"insights"into"the"NO"produc1on
efficiency"for"individual"cases.

A~large"uncertainty"also"remains"regarding"the"ra1o"of"\chem{NO_x}
produc1on"per"flash"by"IC"and"CG"flashes."Following"Price
et~al.~(1997),"a~lightning"NO"produc1on"of
1100\,\unit{mol\,(CG\,flash)^{:1}}"and
110\,\unit{mol\,(IC\,flash)^{:1}}"was"assumed"in"the
parameterisa1on."However,"it"has"been"suggested"that"the"ra1o"should
be"closer"to"1"than"to"10"(Gallardo"and"Cooray,"1996;"Fehr"et~al.,
2004;"DeCaria"et~al.,"2005).,"although"a"more"recent"es1mate"by"Koshaz"et"al"(2014)"showed"
the"ra1o"to"be"closer"to"10."We"aPempted"to"op1mize"these"parameters
from"the"mul1:species"data"assimila1on"but"could"not"find"any
significant"differences"between"the"two"parameters"in"the
analysis.We"aPempted"to"op1mize"the"produc1on"per"flash"parameters"separately"for"IG"and"
CG"flashes"from"the"mul1:species"data"assimila1on"but"could"not"find"any"significant"
differences"between"the"two"parameters"in"the"analysis."The"observa1onal"constraints"s1ll"
seem"insufficient"for
op1mizing"such"detailed"parameters."Further"insights"may"be"obtained
with"observa1ons"that"are"higher"in"accuracy,"density,"and"ver1cal
resolu1on.

\subsubsec1on{The"C:shaped"ver1cal"profile}

The"assump1on"of"a~C:shaped"ver1cal"profile"as"proposed"by"Pickering
et~al.~(1998)"implies"that"a~majority"of"the"\chem{LNO_x}"is"present



in"the"upper"troposphere,"while"a~secondary"maximum"occurs"in"the
boundary"layer"as"a~result"of"downdraxs."Our"data"assimila1on
analysis"suggests"that"the"C:shape"assump1on"underes1mates"the
source"strength"in"the"middle"and"upper"troposphere"over"land."OP
et~al.~(2010)"reported"a~consistent"result"from"analyses"of
a~cloud:scale"chemical"transport"model."They"also"suggested"that"the
upper"tropospheric"maximum"in"\chem{LNO_x}"mass"may"be"located"too
high"because"of"the"C:shape"assump1on"at"mid:la1tudes."Our"analysis
also"revealed"that"the"peak"source"height"is"overes1mated"by"up"to
about"1\,\unit{km}"over"land"and"the"tropical"oceans."in the tropics."OP"et~al.~(2010)"
suggested"that
the"simplified"treatment"of"\chem{LNO_x}"and"wind"fields"by"Pickering
et~al.~(1998)"will"cause"errors"in"the"ver1cal"\chem{LNO_x}"source
profile.

When"the"observa1onal"constraints"are"insufficient"to"adjust"the"ver1cal"profiles,"changes"in"a"
priori"LNOx"source"profiles"(e.g.,"from"the"profiles"of"Pickering"et"al."(1998)"to"those"of"OP"et"
al."(2010))"or"changes"in"the"ver1cal"structure"of"the"covariance"matrix"will"affect"the"analysed"
profiles."The"robustness"of"the"analysed"ver1cal"profile"of"the"\chem{LNO_x}
source"in"the"assimila1on"was"evaluated"with"an"assimila1on
sensi1vity"experiment"that"op1mized"height:independent"source
scaling"factors"for"each"grid"point."Compared"to"the
height:independent"analysis,"the"height:dependent"analysis"(i.e."the
standard"data"assimila1on)"produces"sources"larger"by"24\,{\%}"at
300\,\unit{hPa}"in"January,"and"sources"smaller"by"14\,{\%}"at
200\,\unit{hPa}"in"July"in"the"tropics
(20{\degree}\,S::20{\degree}\,N)"for"grid"points"with"the"\chem{LNO_x}
source"column"greater"than"$5\1mes10^{:15}$\,\unit{kg\,m^{:2}\,s^{:1}}
(figure"not"shown)."In"both"seasons,"the"height:dependent"analysis
generally"produces"a~lower"peak"height"for"the"source"in"the"upper
troposphere."The"global"sources"also"exhibit"systema1c"differences
between"the"assimila1ons"with"height:independent"and"height:dependent
source"factors"(Table~34)."The"two"es1ma1ons"show"a~large"discrepancy
especially"when"TES"\chem{O_3}"data"are"assimilated."In"the
height:dependent"analysis,"it"was"es1mated"that"the"TES"data
assimila1on"mostly"decreases"the"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"in"the"upper
troposphere"(c.f.,"Fig.~89)."In"contrast,"in"the"height:independent
analysis,"the"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"are"increased"throughout"the
troposphere,"because"posi1ve"increments"obtained"by"the"constraints
in"the"middle"troposphere"mostly"dominate"the"total"adjustment."These



results"demonstrate"the"capability"of"the"simultaneous"assimila1on"of
mul1ple"datasets"to"modify"the"ver1cal"source"shape.

\subsec1on{Valida1on"using"forward"CTM"simula1ons}

The"\chem{O_3}"concentra1ons"simulated"using"the"es1mated"lightning
and"surface"sources"in"CHASER"are"used"to"indirectly"validate"the
performance"of"the"es1mated"sources,"as"summarized"in"Table~69."In"the
valida1on,"the"mul1plica1on"factors"for"the"\chem{LNO_x}"sources
and"the"surface"emissions"es1mated"from"the"assimila1on"are"used"as
inputs"to"forward"CHASER"simula1ons"without"adjus1ng"the"chemical
concentra1ons"by"assimila1on."This"valida1on"demonstrates"the"importance"of"correc1ng"the"
\chem{NO_x}"sources"for"reproducing"the"\chem{O_3}"fields."
"The"valida1on"is"made"when"lightning
is"most"ac1ve;"e.g."for"July"in"the"NH"and"for"January"in"the"tropics"and
the"SH."The"ozonesonde"observa1ons"from"39"loca1ons"were"taken"from
the"World"Ozone"and"Ultraviolet"Data"Center"(WOUDC)/Southern
Hemisphere"Addi1onal"Ozonesondes"(SHADOZ)"database,"as"in"Miyazaki
et~al.~(2012a)."By"using"the"es1mated"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"instead
of"the"sources"predicted"by"the"model"parameteriza1on,"CHASER
simula1ons"showed"improved"agreement"with"independent"global
ozonesonde"observa1ons."The"improved"agreement"includes"13\,{\%}
reduc1ons"in"the"nega1ve"bias"in"the"middle/upper"troposphere"for
the"NH,"17\,{\%}"reduc1ons"in"the"posi1ve"bias"in"the"upper
troposphere"for"the"tropics,"and"about"25::50\,{\%}"reduc1ons"in"the
posi1ve"bias"in"the"middle/upper"troposphere"for"the"SH."The"CHASER
simula1on"showed"further"improved"agreement"with"the"ozonesonde
observa1ons,"by"using"the"surface"\chem{NO_x}"emission"data"from"the
mul1ple"data"assimila1on"instead"of"the"emission"inventories,
together"with"the"es1mated"\chem{LNO_x}"sources."This"reduced"the
ozone"bias"in"the"NH"and"the"tropics"throughout"the"troposphere."These
results"demonstrate"the"improved"consistency"of"the"concentra1ons"and
emissions"through"the"mul1ple"datasets"assimila1on"and"confirm"the
quality"of"the"es1mated"sources"as"inputs"to"CTM"simula1ons."We"note
that"the"concentra1on"adjustment"by"the"simultaneous"data
assimila1on"play"an"important"role"in"further"improving"the"ozone
fields"especially"in"the"upper"troposphere"and"the"lower"stratosphere.

\subsec1on{Comparisons"with"previous"es1mates}



Based"on"various"es1ma1on"results,"Schumann"and"Huntrieser"(2007)
have"provided"a~best"es1mate"of"$5"\pm"3$\,\unit{Tg\,N\,yr^{:1}}"for
the"annual"global"\chem{LNO_x}"source."Our"es1mate"of"$6.3"\pm
1.4$\,\unit{Tg\,N\,yr^{:1}}"is"well"within"the"range"of"the"best
es1mate."This"is"small"compared"to"recent"es1mates"of"the
uncertainty"in"the"lightning"sources"(Schumann"and"Huntrieser,
2007)."More"recently,"Murray"et~al.~(2012)"and"Stavrakou"et~al.~(2013)
es1mated"a~global"annual"\chem{LNO_x}"source"of"$6"\pm
0.5$\,\unit{Tg\,N\,yr^{:1}}"and"3.3::5.9\,\unit{Tg\,N\,yr^{:1}},
respec1vely."These"es1mates"are"also"close"to"our"es1mate."The"annual"global"\chem{LNO_x}"
source"from"our"es1mates"corresponds"to"a"mean"\chem{NO}"produc1on"of"about"310\,
\unit{mol\,flash^{:1}}"based"on"the"LIS/OTD"climatological"observa1ons."This"value"is"also"
within"most"of"the"recent"es1mates"(c.f.,"Table"8)."
In"spite
of"the"good"agreement"in"the"es1mates"of"the"annual"global"source"and"the"\chem{NO}"
produc1on"efficiency,
the"lightning"ac1vity"and"the"\chem{LNO_x}"source"varies"significantly"with"season"and"year"
(e.g.,"Cecil"et"al.,"2014),"and
differences"will"be"more"pronounced"when"comparisons"are"made
regionally."The"amount"of"\chem{NO_x}"produced"per"flash"may"also"vary"considerably"with"
season"and"region"(c.f.,"Table"7)."Detailed"comparisons"on"monthly"and"regional"scales
including"those"seasonal"and"inter:annual"varia1ons"remain"an"important"topic"for
"future"studies.

\conclusions

The"global"source"of"lightning:produced"\chem{NO_x}"(\chem{LNO_x})"is
es1mated"from"an"assimila1on"of"mul1ple"chemical"species"based"on
an"ensemble"Kalman"filter"approach."\chem{NO_2},"\chem{O_3},
\chem{HNO_3},"and"\chem{CO}"measurements"obtained"from"mul1ple
satellite"instruments"(OMI,"MLS,"TES,"and"MOPITT)"provide
comprehensive"constraints"on"es1mates"of"the"global"\chem{LNO_x}
source."This"approach"has"the"poten1al"to"reduce"the"influence"of
model"errors"on"the"\chem{LNO_x}"source"es1ma1on"by"simultaneously
op1mizing"various"aspects"of"the"chemical"system,"including"the
surface"emissions"of"\chem{NO_x}"and"\chem{CO}"as"well"as"the
concentra1ons"of"35"chemical"species."Errors"in"these"model"fields
other"than"the"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"introduce"addi1onal
model::observa1on"mismatches"into"the"inversion"and"degrade"the
\chem{LNO_x}"source"es1ma1on."In"most"previous"top:down"es1mates,



only"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"were"op1mized"from"\chem{NO_2}
measurements."In"such"cases,"the"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"may"be
overcorrected"since"analysis"increments"are"introduced"to"compensate
for"various"sources"of"model"error."Substan1al"differences"in"the
es1mated"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"are"obtained"between"the
single:parameter"(\chem{LNO_x})"inversion"and"the"combined
op1miza1on"of"sources"and"concentra1ons,"which"emphasizes"the
ability"of"the"assimila1on"system"presented"in"this"paper"to"improve
the"\chem{LNO_x}"source"es1ma1on.

The"assimila1on"provides"substan1al"adjustments"to"the"\chem{NO_x}
sources"both"at"the"surface"and"in"the"middle::upper"troposphere,
because"of"the"use"of"mul1ple"satellite"data"sets"with"different
ver1cal"sensi1vi1es,"see"Fig.~1."The"rela1ve"importance"of"the
individual"assimilated"datasets"varies"with"height"and"season,
reflec1ng"the"measurement"sensi1vity"and"its"rela1on"to"lightning
ac1vity."The"cloud:covered"OMI"\chem{NO_2}"retrievals"provide
important"constraints"on"the"es1ma1on"of"the"\chem{LNO_x}"above,"and
inside"the"upper"part"of"clouds,"because"of"the"enhanced"measurement
sensi1vity"of"air"masses"transported"upward"by"the"deep
convec1on."TES"and"MLS"measurements"add"important"constraints"on"the
ver1cal"profiles"of"the"\chem{LNO_x}"sources,"especially"in"the"upper
troposphere."Regional"studies"of"the"atmosphere"over"Africa"and"the
western"Pacific"demonstrated"that"the"op1miza1on"of"mul1ple
chemical"aspects"is"a~powerful"approach"for"correc1ng"various
processes"controlling"varia1ons"in"\chem{O_3}"and"\chem{NO_2}.

The"annual"global"\chem{LNO_x}"source"amount"and"NO"produc1on
efficiency"based"on"the"LIS/OTD"observa1ons"for"2007"are"es1mated"by"the"assimila1on"
system"to"be
6.3\,\unit{Tg\,N\,yr^{:1}}"and"3510\,\unit{mol\,NO\,flash^{:1}}"for"2007,
respec1vely,"which"are"within"the"ranges"of"recent"values"from
top:down"es1ma1ons"and"cloud:resolving"simula1ons."The"total"error
on"the"mean"global"\chem{LNO_x}"source"due"to"uncertain1es"in"the
observa1on,"the"model,"and"the"assimila1on"seqngs"have"been
studied"with"a~series"of"sensi1vity"experiments"and"is"es1mated"as
1.4\,\unit{Tg\,N\,yr^{:1}}.

The"annual"\chem{LNO_x}"source"columns"are"increased"over"most"parts
of"the"land"by"up"to"about"40\,{\%}"compared"to"the"a~priori"emissions



predicted"using"the"\chem{LNO_x}"parameteriza1on."The"analyzsed
\chem{LNO_x}"sources"exhibit"obvious"regional"differences"in"the
tropics,"reflec1ng"the"regionality"of"cumulus"convec1on"and"monsoon
circula1on."The"analysis"increments"significantly"differ"between"land
and"the"oceans,"with"annual"global"source"increases"of"about"56\,{\%}
over"the"oceans"and"by"about"32\,{\%}"over"land."These"increases"are
largely"aPributed"to"the"posi1ve"increments"in"the"lower"troposphere
over"the"oceans"and"in"the"upper"troposphere"over"land."We"find"that
the"rela1ve"posi1ve"adjustment"of"the"lightning"source"is
significantly"larger"over"the"oceans"compared"to"land."This"finding
may"indicate"that"the"power"1.73"in"the"modelling"of"the"height
dependence"of"the"source"over"ocean"is"underes1mated."The
significantly"improved"agreement"with"independent"ozone"observa1ons
from"ozonesondes"and"TOC"retrievals"gives"confidence"in"the
performance"of"the"data"assimila1on.

The"analysed"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"have"important"implica1ons"for
improving"\chem{LNO_x}"parameterisa1ons."First,"errors"in"flash"rates
can"explain"only"a~small"frac1on"of"the"uncertainty"in"\chem{LNO_x}
es1mates,"as"the"main"observed"features"of"the"annual"global"flash"rate"are"generally"
reproduced"by"the"model,"except"for"the"large"low"bias"over"central"Africa. ."The"remaining"
uncertainty"in"es1mates"from"the"boPom:up
approach"arises"from"the"NO"produc1on"efficiency"that"can"be"very
different"for"individual"storms."Our"analysis"suggests"that"tropical
thunderstorms"are"less"effec1ve"than"mid:la1tude"storms"in
genera1ng"NO"with"each"flash"in"boreal"summer,"as"commonly"suggested"by"previous
studies."It"is"also"suggested"that"the"model"parameterisa1on"may"underes1mate"the"annual"
and"global"mean"NO"produc1on"efficiency"by"about"10"\%"over"land"and"20"\%"over"the"
oceans.
Second,"the"widely"used"C:shape"assump1on"underes1mates"the
source"strength"in"the"upper"troposphere"and"overes1mates"the"peak
source"height"over"land"and"the"tropical"oceans,"especially"along"the
ITCZ."Finally,"as"the"two"types"of"discharges"(IC"and"CG)"behave
differently,"these"should"be"considered"separately."Although
parameters"related"to"these"different"types"are"hardly"discriminated
with"the"currently"available"observa1ons,"the"approach"of"combining
all"available"satellite"datasets"is"expected"to"provide"further
insights"into"such"detailed"processes"in"future"studies"with
measurements"that"are"more"advanced"(i.e."higher"in"accuracy,"density,
and"ver1cal"resolu1on).
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\clearpage

\begin{table*}[t]
""\cap1on
{The"annual"and"seasonal"total"flash"rate"(in"\unit{flashes\,s^{:1}})"es1mated"from"the"LIS/OTD"
high::resolu1on"monthly"climatology"(HRMC)"data"(Cecil"et"al.,"2014)"and"the"model"
simula1on"for"the"Northern"Hemisphere"(NH,"20::90{\degree}\,N),"the"tropics"(TR,"20{\degree}
\,S::20{\degree}\,N),"the"Southern"Hemisphere"(SH,"90::20{\degree}\,S),"and"the"globe"(GL,"
90{\degree}\,S::90{\degree}\,N)"for"2007"and"for"four"seasons"of"the"year:"December::
February"(DJF),"March::May"(MAM),"June::August"(JJA),"and"September::November"(SON).}
%\scalebox{.85}[.85]
{\begin{tabular}{lccccccccccc}
\tophline
&\mul1column{5}{c}{"LIS/OTD}"&"&\mul1column{5}{c}{Model}\\
\cline{2:6}\cline{8:12}
&"Annual"&"DJF"&"MAM"&"JJA"&"SON"&"&"Annual"&"DJF"&"MAM"&"JJA"&"SON""""\\
\middlehline
NH"&"12.7"&"2.5"&"11.6"&"28.4"&"8.0"&"&12.7"&"6.6"&"12.6"&"22.2"&"9.5"\\
TR"&"27.1"&"22.9"&"27.4"&"25.7"&"32.6"&"&"21.3"&"23.5"&"22.1"&"18.9"&"20.7"\\
SH"&"6.8"&"11.0"&"6.1"&"3.1"&"7.0"&"&"7.2"&"8.6"&"7.1"&"5.5"&"7.5"\\
GL"&"46.5"&"36.3"&"45.0"&"57.1"&"47.7"&"&"41.2"&"38.7"&"41.8"&"46.7"&"37.6""\\
\boPomhline
\end{tabular}}
%\hack{
%\setlength\tabularwidth{0.9\tabularwidth}
%}
%\scalebox{.7}[.7]{
\belowtable{%
%\hack{\vspace*{2mm}}
}
%}
\end{table*}

\begin{table*}[t]
""\cap1on{The"annual"total"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"(in
""""\unit{Tg\,N\,yr^{:1}})"obtained"from"the"CTM"simula1on"and"the



""""data"assimila1on"for"the"Northern"Hemisphere"(NH,
""""20::90{\degree}\,N),"the"tropics"(TR,
""""20{\degree}\,S::20{\degree}\,N),"the"Southern"Hemisphere"(SH,
""""90::20{\degree}\,S),"and"the"globe"(GL,
""""90{\degree}\,S::90{\degree}\,N)."The"analysis"uncertainty
""""es1mated"from"the"mean"analysis"spread"is"shown"in"brackets.}
%\scalebox{.85}[.85]
{\begin{tabular}{lcccc}
\tophline
&NH"&TR"&SH"&GL"""\\
\middlehline
CTM"&1.4"&2.7"&0.6"&4.7""\\
Assimila1on"&2.0"($\pm$0.3)"&3.5"($\pm$0.49)"&0.8"($\pm$0.10)"&6.3"($\pm$0.9)"\\
\boPomhline
\end{tabular}}
%\hack{
%\setlength\tabularwidth{0.9\tabularwidth}
%}
%\scalebox{.7}[.7]{
\belowtable{%
%\hack{\vspace*{2mm}}
}
%}
\end{table*}

\begin{table*}[t]
\cap1on{
The"regional"averages"of"the"mean"al1tude"(in"km)"with"maximum"annual
\chem{LNO_x}"emission"(i.e.,"source"peak"height)"es1mated"from"the
CTM"simula1on"and"the"data"assimila1on"and". Thethe"corresponding"analysis"increments"

(the
data"assimila1on"minus"the"simula1on) are shown in brackets.". The
defini1ons"of"the"regions"are"same"as"for"Fig.~67,"except"for"the
tropical"western"Pacific"(130::165{\degree}\,E,
1::18{\degree}\,N)."Grid"points"without"any"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"or
with"peak"height"for"pressures"higher"than"850\,\unit{hPa}"are"removed
from"the"average,"in"order"to"measure"the"upper"tropospheric"peak
height.}



%\scalebox{.85}[.85]
{\begin{tabular}{lccc}
\tophline
&CTM"&Assim"&Increment"""""\\
\middlehline
North"America""""""""""""&"7.82""&"7.85""&"+0.03"""\\
Europe"""""""""""""""""""&"5.72""&"5.58""&"$:$0.14"\\
Northern"Eurasia"""""""""&"9.39""&"9.39""&"$\pm$0""\\
Tropical"Western"Pacific"&"11.15"&"9.96""&"$:$1.19"\\
South"America""""""""""""&"9.97""&"9.83""&"$:$0.14"\\
Northern"Africa""""""""""&"11.00"&"10.83"&"$:$0.17"\\
Southern"Africa""""""""""&"9.36""&"8.98""&"$:$0.38"\\
Southeast"Asia"""""""""""&"11.51"&"10.77"&"$:$0.74"\\
Australia""""""""""""""""&"8.01""&"7.60""&"$:$0.41"\\
\boPomhline
\end{tabular}}
%\hack{
%\setlength\tabularwidth{0.9\tabularwidth}
%}
%\scalebox{.7}[.7]{
\belowtable{%
%\hack{\vspace*{2mm}}
}
%}
\end{table*}

%\clearpage

\begin{table*}[t]
\cap1on{The"monthly"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"(in"Tg\,N)"for"the"Northern"Hemisphere
"(NH,"20::90{\degree}\,N),"the"tropics"(TR,
"20{\degree}\,S::20{\degree}\,N),"the"Southern"Hemisphere"(SH,
"90::20{\degree}\,S),"and"the"globe"(GL,
"90{\degree}\,S:::90{\degree}\,N)"as"obtained"from"the"CTM"simula1on,
"the"OSEs"with"TES"\chem{O_3},"OMI"\chem{NO_2},"MLS"\chem{O_3},"and
"MLS"\chem{HNO_3}"observa1ons,"and"from"the"assimila1on"of"all"the
"datasets."Also"shown"are"results"for"data"assimila1on"that"op1mizes
"a~height:independent"\chem{LNO_x}"source"scale"factor"(2:D)."Standard
"devia1ons"obtained"from"all"the"data"assimila1on"es1mates"are"also
"listed.}



%\scalebox{.85}[.85]
{\begin{tabular}{lccccccccc}
\tophline
&\mul1column{4}{c}{Jan}"&&\mul1column{4}{c}{Jul}\\
\cline{2:5}\cline{7:10}
&NH"&TR"&SH"&GL"&&NH"&TR"&SH"&GL"""\\
\middlehline
CTM""""&0.58"&2.82"&0.95"&4.35"&&3.17"&2.41"&0.31"&5.89"\\
\cline{1:10}
TES""\chem{O_3}"&0.64"&2.34"&1.01"&4.00"&&3.21"&3.21"&0.34"&6.76"\\
OMI""\chem{NO_2}""&0.78"&3.25"&1.20"&5.22"&&3.99"&3.51"&0.51"&8.01"\\
MLS"\chem{O_3}"""&0.74"&4.89"&1.21"&6.84"&&4.82"&4.69"&0.31"&9.83"\\
MLS"\chem{HNO_3}"""&0.82"&4.89"&1.89"&7.56"&&4.33"&3.66"&0.31"&8.30"\\
ALL"""&0.78"&3.99"&1.39"&6.15"&&4.69"&2.99"&0.50"&8.18"\\
\cline{1:10}
TES""\chem{O_3}"(2:D)"&0.72"&3.35"&1.67"&5.75"&&4.94"&3.74"&0.37"&9.05"\\
OMI""\chem{NO_2}"(2:D)"&0.78"&3.29"&1.12"&5.18""&&2.86"&3.54"&0.49"&6.89"\\
MLS"\chem{O_3}"(2:D)""&0.85"&3.92"&1.07"&5.85"&&5.46"&4.10"&0.37"&9.92"\\
MLS"\chem{HNO_3}"(2:D)""&0.74"&3.66"&1.34"&5.75"&&3.93"&2.80"&0.33"&7.07"\\
ALL"(2:D)""&0.84"&3.56"&1.23"&5.63"&&3.00"&3.14"&0.51"&6.65"\\
\cline{1:10}
Standard"dev."""&0.07"&0.77"&0.28"&0.96"&&0.89"&0.56"&0.09"&1.23"\\
\boPomhline
\end{tabular}}
%\hack{
%\setlength\tabularwidth{0.9\tabularwidth}
%}
%\scalebox{.7}[.7]{
\belowtable{%
%\hack{\vspace*{2mm}}
}
%}
\end{table*}

%\clearpage

\begin{table*}[t]
\cap1on{The"global spa1al"correla1on"(Corr),"global"mean"difference"(Bias),

and"global mean"root:mean:square"error"(RMSE)"of"the"three:monthly



mean"tropospheric"\chem{O_3}"columns"(TOCs)"for"the"OMI/MLS"data"of
December::February"(DJF)"and"June::August"(JJA)"in"2007."The"results
of"the"CTM"simula1on"and"data"assimila1on"for
are"shown"for"the"la1tude"band"30{\degree}\,S::30{\degree}\,N"for"the"globe"(180{\degree}
\,W::180{\degree}\,E),"Africa"(15{\degree}\,W::50{\degree}\,E),"India"(50{\degree}
\,E::90{\degree}\,E),"the"mari1me"con1nent"(90{\degree}\,E::140{\degree}\,E),"Pacific"
(140{\degree}\,E::80{\degree}\,W),"South"America"(80{\degree}\,W::40{\degree}\,W),"and"
Atlan1c"(40{\degree}\,W::15{\degree}\,W)are"shown.}
%\scalebox{.85}[.85]
{\begin{tabular}{llccccccc}
\tophline
&"&\mul1column{3}{c}{DJF}"&&\mul1column{3}{c}{JJA}\\
\cline{23:45}\cline{67:89}
&"&Corr"&Bias"&RMSE"&&Corr"&Bias"&RMSE"""\\
\middlehline
Globe"&"CTM""""&0.85"&1.92"&4.16"&&0.92"&1.41"&3.26\\
&"Assim."""""&0.86"&$:$0.55"&2.85"&&0.92"&0.19"&2.59\\
\boPomhline
\middlehline
Africa&"CTM""""&0.65"&3.26"&22.22"&&0.88"&3.54"&18.91\\
&"Assim."""""&0.75"&0.78"&6.96"&&0.84"&2.92"&15.64\\
\middlehline
India"&"CTM""""&0.83"&2.15"&24.36"&&0.96"&2.91"&16.28\\
&"Assim."""""&0.84"&0.25"&8.67"&&0.95"&1.03"&4.67\\
\middlehline
Mari1me"&"CTM""""&0.88"&1.23"&14.26"&&0.96"&1.49"&8.38\\
con1nent"&"Assim."""""&0.87"&0.00"&5.78"&&0.94"&$:$1.03"&5.52\\
\middlehline
Pacific"&"CTM""""&0.89"&0.27"&9.83"&&0.96"&$:$0.15"&8.41\\
&"Assim."""""&0.89"&$:$1.35"&8.24"&&0.97"&$:$1.67"&4.92\\
\middlehline
South"&"CTM""""&0.80"&3.36"&15.83"&&0.61"&1.18"&13.98\\
America"&"Assim."""""&0.75"&$:$0.13"&5.32"&&0.81"&0.12"&6.46\\
\middlehline
Atlan1c"&"CTM""""&0.01"&4.10"&25.64"&&0.74"&1.91"&8.18\\
&"Assim."""""&0.32"&0.62"&5.42"&&0.83"&1.56"&5.84\\
\boPomhline
\end{tabular}}
%\hack{
%\setlength\tabularwidth{0.9\tabularwidth}



%}
%\scalebox{.7}[.7]{
\belowtable{%
%\hack{\vspace*{2mm}}
}
%}
\end{table*}

%\clearpage

\begin{table*}[t]
\cap1on{Similar"to"Table~34,"but"lists"the"\chem{LNO_x}"sources
""obtained"from"the"control"data"assimila1on"run"(Control),"with
""a~15\,{\%}"addi1on"of"ar1ficial"OMI"\chem{NO_2}"bias"(w/"OMI"bias),
""with"the"TES"\chem{O_3}"bias"correc1on"(TES"bias"corr.ec1on),"without
""the"OMI"cloud:covered"observa1ons"(w/o"OMI"cloud),"with"the"SST
""data"for"1997"(year"1997"SST),"with"20\,{\%}"increases"in"the
""convec1ve"mass"flux"(+20\,{\%}"convec1on),"with"20\,{\%}"increases
""in"the"a~priori"errors"of"the"\chem{LNO_x}"source"and"the"surface
""\chem{NO_x}"emissions"(+20\,{\%}"\chem{LNO_x}"a"priori"err.or"and"+20\,{\%}
""\chem{SNO_Xx}"a"priori"err.or),"and"with"15\,{\%}"increases"in"the"a~priori"values"of
""the"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"(+15\,{\%}"\chem{LNO_x}"a"priori"sourceprior)."The"total
""bias"due"to"all"terms"is"computed"as"a~random"addi1on"of"the
""individual"biases."See"the"text"for"details.}
%\scalebox{.85}[.85]
{\begin{tabular}{lccccccccc}
\tophline
&\mul1column{4}{c}{Jan}"&&\mul1column{4}{c}{Jul}\\
\cline{2:5}\cline{7:10}
&NH"&TR"&SH"&GL"&&NH"&TR"&SH"&GL"""\\
\middlehline
Control""""&0.78"&3.99"&1.39"&6.15"&&4.69"&2.99"&0.50"&8.18"\\
\cline{1:10}
w/"OMI"bias"""&0.87"&3.97"&1.46"&6.31"&&4.61"&3.08"&0.50"&8.18"\\
TES"bias"corr.ec1on"""&0.68"&3.79"&1.36"&5.83"&&4.19"&2.74"&0.29"&7.21"\\
w/o"cloud"OMI"""&0.76"&4.04"&1.31"&6.09"&&4.13"&2.89"&0.29"&7.33"\\
year"1997"SST"""&0.76"&3.89"&1.37"&6.03"&&4.71"&3.06"&0.51"&8.26"\\
+20\,{\%}"convec1on"""&0.80"&3.76"&1.37"&5.89"&&4.27"&2.99"&0.50"&8.09"\\
+20\,{\%}"\chem{LNO_x}"a"priori"err.or"""&0.83"&3.75"&1.32"&5.90"&&4.59"&2.93"&0.51"&8.03"
\\



+20\,{\%}"\chem{SNO_x}"a"priori"err.or""&0.81"&3.77"&1.27"&5.85"&&4.58"&2.83"&0.50"&7.90"
\\
+15\,{\%}"\chem{LNO_x}"a"priori"priorsource"""&0.83"&4.10"&1.48"&6.41"&&5.29"&3.16"&0.57"
&9.02"\\
\cline{1:10}
Total"bias""&0.16"&0.47"&0.20"&0.66"&&1.06"&0.38"&0.31"&1.58"\\
\boPomhline
\end{tabular}}
%\hack{
%\setlength\tabularwidth{0.9\tabularwidth}
%}
%\scalebox{.7}[.7]{
\belowtable{%
%\hack{\vspace*{2mm}}
}
%}
\end{table*}

%\clearpage

\begin{table*}[t]
\cap1on{
The"global"and"regional"total"flash"rate"(FR,"\unit{flashes\,s^{:1}})"es1mated"from"the"model"
parameteriza1on"(1st"row)"and"the"LIS/OTD"climatological"observa1ons"(2nd"row),"and"the"NO"
produc1on"efficiency"(NO"prod.,"\unit{mol\,NO\,flash^{:1}})"es1mated"from"the"total"
\chem{LNO_x}"sources"analysed"from"data"assimila1on"with"the"model"flash"rate"(3rd"row)"
and"with"the"LIS/OTD"observa1ons"(4th"row)."The"NO"produc1on"efficiency"predicted"by"the"
model,"as"es1mated"from"the"simulated"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"and"the"model"flash"rate,"is"
also"shown"(5th"row)."The"defini1ons"of"the"regions"are"same"as"for"Fig.~7"and"Table"1."The"
analysis"results"as"measured"from"the"LIS"measurements"for"2007"for"regions"within"la1tudes"
between"35{\degree}\,S"and"35{\degree}\,N"are"shown"in"brackets.}
%\scalebox{.85}[.85]
{\begin{tabular}{lcccccc}
\tophline
&\mul1column{2}{c}{FR"[\unit{flashes\,s^{:1}}]}"&"&\mul1column{3}{c}{NO"prod."[\unit{mol
\,NO\,flash^{:1}}]}\\
\cline{2:3}\cline{5:7}
&"Model"&"LIS/OTD"&"&"Assim."w/"model"FR"&"Assim."w/""LIS/OTD"FR"&"Model"""\\
\middlehline
NH""""""""""""&"12.7""&"12.6"&""&"351""&"353"&"256"\\



TR""""""""""""&"21.3"&"27.1"(26.2)"&"&"377""&"296"(306)"&"285\\
SH""""""""""""&"7.2""&"6.8"&""&"246"&"261"&"179"\\
GL""""""""""""&"41.2""&"46.5"&""&"347"&"308"&"258\\
\middlehline
Land""""""""""""&"32.2""&"33.9""&"&"388""&"368"&"294"\\
Ocean""""""""""&"9.1""&"12.5""&"&"201"&"145"&"128"\\
\middlehline
North"America""""""""""""&"2.4""&"4.9"&""&"385""&"191"&"282"\\
Europe"""""""""""""""""""&"0.7""&"0.9""&"&"383""&"268"&"244\\
Northern"Eurasia"""""""""&"2.8""&"2.2"&""&"443""&"574"&"311\\
Pacific""""""""""""""&"1.6"&"0.9"(0.9)"&"&"268""&"460"(487)"&"143"\\
South"America""""""""""""&"7.9"&"8.1"(7.8)"&""&"389""&"379"(394)"&"304"\\
Atlan1c"Ocean""""""""""""&"0.3""&"0.3"(0.3)"&""&"194""&"215"(194)"&"117"\\
Northern"Africa""""""""""&"5.0"&"6.2"(6.0)"&"&"364"&"393"(304)"&"288"\\
Southern"Africa""""""""""&"4.3""&"7.7"(7.5)"&"&"399"&"224"(228)"&"306"\\
Indian"Ocean"""""""""""&"0.5"&"0.1"&&""196"&"883"&""121"\\
Southeast"Asia"""""""""""&"3.0"&"4.5"(3.9)"&"&"363"&"224"(280)"&"280"\\
Australia""""""""""""""""&"1.5""&"2.0"&""&"270"&""202"&"226"\\
\boPomhline
\end{tabular}}
%\hack{
%\setlength\tabularwidth{0.9\tabularwidth}
%}
%\scalebox{.7}[.7]{
\belowtable{%
%\hack{\vspace*{2mm}}
}
%}
\end{table*}

%\clearpage

\begin{table*}[t]
\cap1on{
A"comparison"of"es1mates"of"\chem{NO_x}"amount"produced"per"flash"(\unit{mol\,NO
\,flash^{:1}}),"adapted"from"Peterson"and"Beasley"(2011)"and"Koshak"et"al."(2014).}
%\scalebox{.85}[.85]
{\begin{tabular}{lllc}
\tophline
First"author"&"Year"&"Methodology""&"Moles/flash"""""\\



\middlehline
Levine"""&"1981""&"Laboratory""&"8.30"""\\
Kumar""&"1995""&"Field"study""&"8.30"""\\
Dawson"""&"1980""&"Theore1cal""&"13.28"""\\
Beirle""&"2010""&"Satellite""&"16.61""\\
Tuck"""&"1976""&"Theore1cal""&"18.27"""\\
Hill"""&"1980""&"Theore1cal""&"19.93""\\
Koshak""&"2010""&"Theore1cal""&"23.40"""\\
Cooray""&"2009""&"Theore1cal""&"33.21""\\
Lawrence"""&"1995""&"Review""&"38.19""\\
NesbiP""&"2000""&"Field"study""&"44.25""\\
Huntrieser"""&"2002""&"Field"study""&"44.84"""\\
Wang""&"1998""&"Laboratory""&"51.48""\\
Peyrous"""&"1982""&"Laboratory""&"53.14"""\\
Ridley"""&"2004""&"Field"study""&"53.14"""\\
Beirle"""&"2006""&"Satellite""&"89.67"""\\
Koshak"""&"2014""&"Theore1cal""&"101.17"""\\
Sisterson"""&"1990""&"Theore1cal""&"136.17""\\
Noxon""&"1976""&"Field"study""&"166.06""\\
Chameides"""&"1977""&"Theore1cal""&"166.06"""\\
Kowalczyk"""&"1982""&"Theore1cal"&"166.06"""\\
Bucsela"""&"2010""&"Satellite""&"174.36"""\\
Schumann""&"2007""&"Review""&"249.09""\\
Huntrieser""&"2011""&"Field"study""&"250.00"""\\
DeCaria""&"2000""&"Theore1cal""&"258.39""\\
Miyazaki"&"(This"study)""&"Satellite""&"307.55""\\
Fehr"""&"2004""&"Field"study"&"348.72""\\
Rahman"""&"2007""&"Field"study""&"398.54"""\\
Chameides""&"1979""&"Theore1cal""&"415.14""\\
DeCaria"""&"2005""&"Theore1cal""&"460.00"""\\
Mar1ni"""&"2011""&"Theore1cal""&"480.88""\\
Hudman"""&"2007""&"Theore1cal"&"500.00"""\\
OP"""&"2010""&"Theore1cal"&"500.00"""\\
Jourdain"""&"2010""&"Theore1cal""&"520.00"""\\
Drapcho""&"1983""&"Field"study""&"664.23"""\\
Franzblau""&"1989""&"Field"study""&"4981.73"""\\
\boPomhline
\end{tabular}}
%\hack{
%\setlength\tabularwidth{0.9\tabularwidth}
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\begin{table*}[t]
\cap1on{The"mean"ozone"concentra1on"bias"(in"ppbv)"between"the
""CHASER"simula1ons"and"the"global"ozonesonde"observa1ons"for
""January"2007"in"the"NH"(25{\degree}\,N::90{\degree}\,N)"and"for"July
""2007"in"the"tropics"(TR,"25{\degree}\,S::25{\degree}\,N)"and"the"SH
""(90{\degree}\,S::25{\degree}\,S)."The"CHASER"simula1on"results
""using"the"a~priori"emissions"sources"(A~priori),"the"\chem{LNO_x}
""sources"(\chem{LNO_x}),"and"the"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"and"surface
""\chem{NO_x}"emissions"(L\,+\,\chem{SNO_x})"are"shown."The"results"from"the
""CHASER:DAS"simultaneous"assimila1on"are"also"listed"(DAS).}
\scalebox{.688}[.688]
{\begin{tabular}{lcccccccccccccc}
\tophline
&\mul1column{4}{c}{NH"in"Jul}"&&\mul1column{4}{c}{TR"in"Jan}"&&\mul1column{4}{c}{SH"in"
Jan}\\
\cline{2:5}\cline{7:10}\cline{12:15}
&A~priori"&\chem{LNO_x}"&L\,+\,\chem{SNO_x}"&DAS"&&A~priori"&\chem{LNO_x}"&L\,+\,
\chem{SNO_x}"&DAS"&&A~priori"&\chem{LNO_x}"&L\,+\,\chem{SNO_x}"&DAS"\\
\middlehline
750::450\,\unit{hPa}"""&$:$12.3"&$:$11.7"&$:$0.2"&$:$1.8"&&18.5"&20.2"&16.6"&16.4"&&$:
$4.1"&$:$2.0"&$:$2.8"&$:$4.9"\\
450::200\,\unit{hPa}""&$:$6.8"&$:$5.9"&0.7"&1.3"&&8.9"&9.5"&3.3"&3.3"&&9.9"&7.4"&3.4"&$:
$1.0"\\
200::90\,\unit{hPa}"""&19.8"&19.7"&4.8"&4.5"&&42.2"&34.9"&21.7"&10.4"&&219.5"&136.2"
&149.5"&45.3"\\
\boPomhline
\end{tabular}}
%\hack{
%\setlength\tabularwidth{0.9\tabularwidth}
%}



%\scalebox{.7}[.7]{
\belowtable{%
%\hack{\vspace*{2mm}}
}
%}
\end{table*}
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\begin{figure}
\includegraphics[width=1200mm]{acpd:2013:0838:f01}
\cap1on{Schema1c"diagram"of"the"constraints"on"\chem{LNO_x}"brought
""by"the"different"satellite"retrieval"products."The"ver1cal"bars
""indicate"the"ver1cal"sensi1vity"range"for"the"species
""observed."Through"these"different"sensi1vi1es"the"assimila1on
""system"extracts"informa1on"about"the"total"\chem{LNO_x}"source"and
""its"profile,"the"surface"emissions,"inflows"from"the"stratosphere,
""and"the"chemical"interac1ons"in"the"troposphere"through"the
""observa1on"of"mul1ple"species."Because"these"sensi1vity"ranges
""cover"a~large"part"of"the"troposphere,"it"is"important"that"the
""analysis"simultaneously"op1mises"the"\chem{LNO_x}"source"strength,
""surface"emissions"as"well"as"concentra1ons"of"the"reac1ve"gases
""involved.}
\end{figure}
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\begin{figure}
\includegraphics[width=90mm]{acpd:2013:0838:f02}
\cap1on{Global"distribu1ons"of"the"mean"annual"flash"rate"(in"flashes"\unit{km^{:2}}"
\unit{yr^{:1}})"es1mated"from"(a)"the"LIS/OTD"high::resolu1on"monthly"climatology"(HRMC)"
data"(Cecil"et"al.,"2014)"and"(b)"the"model"simula1on"for"2007."
}
\end{figure}
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\begin{figure}
\includegraphics[width=120mm]{acpd:2013:0838:f023}
\cap1on{Ver1cal"profiles"of"correla1ons"between"the"\chem{LNO_x}



""sources"and"the"concentra1ons"of"various"chemical"species"as
""es1mated"from"the"background"error"covariance"matrix"based"on
""CHASER"ensemble"simula1ons,"averaged"over"central"Africa"for"July
""2007."The"regional"monthly"mean"of"the"covariance"es1mated"for"each
""grid"point"is"ploPed."The"correla1on"is"shown"in"red"or"blue"where
""posi1ve"or"nega1ve,"respec1vely.}
\end{figure}
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\begin{figure*}
\includegraphics[width=8130mm]{acpd:2013:0838:f034}
\cap1on{Global"maps"of"(lex)"the"concentra1on"differences"between
""the"CHASER"simula1ons"with"and"without"lightning"sources"and
""(right)"the"mean"ra1o"of"the"lightning"signals"to"the"measurement
""errors"as"es1mated"along"each"satellite"track"by"applying"the
""averaging"kernels"of"OMI"\chem{NO_2}"(in
""$10^{14}$\,\unit{molec\,cm^{:2}}),"TES"\chem{O_3}"(ppbv)"at
""300\,\unit{hPa},"MLS"\chem{O_3}"(ppbv)"at"215\,\unit{hPa},"and"MLS
""\chem{HNO_3}"(pptv)"at"150\,\unit{hPa}"for"June,"July,"and"August"in
""2007."A~super"observa1on"approach"is"employed"to"the"OMI
""measurements,"whereas"individual"observa1ons"are"used"in"the
""analysis"of"the"others.}
\end{figure*}
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\begin{figure}
\includegraphics[width=1200mm]{acpd:2013:0838:f045}
\cap1on{Seasonal"varia1ons"of"the"total"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"(in
""TgN)"analysed"from"the"data"assimila1on"(solid"lines)"and"es1mated
""from"the"model"simula1on"(dashed"lines)"over"the"globe
""(90{\degree}\,S::90{\degree}\,N),"the"Northern"Hemisphere"(NH,
""20::90{\degree}\,N),"the"tropics"(TR,
""20{\degree}\,S::20{\degree}\,N),"and"the"Southern"Hemisphere"(SH,
""90::20{\degree}\,S)"for"2007.}
\end{figure}

\clearpage



\begin{figure*}
\includegraphics[width=1280mm]{acpd:2013:0838:f056}
\cap1on{Global"distribu1ons"of"the"annual"\chem{LNO_x}"source
""(lex,"$10^{:12}$\,\unit{kg\,m^{:2}\,s^{:1}}),"its"seasonal"amplitude
""(centre,"in"$10^{:12}$\,\unit{kg\,m^{:2}\,s^{:1}}),"and"the"1ming"of"peak
""sources"(right,"in"months)"for"2007."Shown"are"the"a~priori"sources
""es1mated"from"the"CTM"parameterisa1on"(upper),"the"a~posteriori
""sources"from"the"data"assimila1on"(middle),"and"the"analysis
""increment"(lower)."The"analysis"increment"equals"the"a~posteriori
""sources"minus"the"a~priori"sources."The"peak"1ming"is"es1mated"for
""regions"with"the"analysed"annual"sources"of"\chem{LNO_x}"greater"than
""$0.7\1mes"10^{:13}$\,\unit{kg\,m^{:2}\,s^{:1}}.}
\end{figure*}
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\begin{figure*}
\includegraphics[width=1270mm]{acpd:2013:0838:f067}
\cap1on{Seasonal"varia1ons"of"the"regional"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"(in
""\unit{Tg\,N})"for"(1)"North"America"(120::65{\degree}\,W,
""20::60{\degree}\,N),"(2)"Europe"(10{\degree}\,W::30{\degree}\,E,
""35::60{\degree}\,N),"(3)"northern"Eurasia"(60::130{\degree}\,E,
""30::68{\degree}\,N),"(4)"the"Pacific
""(154::180{\degree}\,E,"35{\degree}\,S::20{\degree}\,N
""and"180{\degree}\,E::88{\degree}\,W,
""35{\degree}\,S::12{\degree}\,N),"(5)"South"America
""(77::39{\degree}\,W,"35{\degree}\,S::10{\degree}\,N),"(6)"the
""Atlan1c"ocean"(35{\degree}\,W::8{\degree}\,E,
""30{\degree}\,S::3{\degree}\,N),"(7)"northern"Africa
""(15{\degree}\,W::48{\degree}\,E,"3::25{\degree}\,N),"(8)"southern
""Africa"(10::48{\degree}\,E,"30{\degree}\,S::3{\degree}\,N),"(9)"the
""Indian"ocean"(52::108{\degree}\,E,"40::9{\degree}\,S),"(10)
""Southeast"Asia"(95::146{\degree}\,E,"9{\degree}\,S::26{\degree}\,N),
""and"(11)"Australia"(112::154{\degree}\,E,
""40::12{\degree}\,S)"analysed"from"the"data"assimila1on"(black)"and"es1mated"from"the"
model"simula1on"(red)."The"total"annual"values"(in"\unit{Tg\,N\,yr^{:1}})"are"displayed"in"each"
panel." Results"for"all"land"areas"and"for"all"the
""oceans"are"also"ploPed.}



\end{figure*}
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\begin{figure*}
\includegraphics[width=1270mm]{acpd:2013:0838:f078}
\cap1on{Similar"to"Fig.~67,"but"shows"for"the"ver1cal"profile"of"the
""annual"mean"a~priori"(black)"and"a~posteriori"(red)"\chem{LNO_x}
""sources"(lex"panels)"and"the"seasonal"varia1on"of"the"monthly"mean
""ver1cal"profile"of"the"a~posteriori"\chem{LNO_x}"source"(right
""panels)"in"\unit{pptv\,day^{:1}}.}
\end{figure*}
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\begin{figure*}
\includegraphics[width=1270mm]{acpd:2013:0838:f089}
\cap1on{La1tude:pressure"cross:sec1ons"of"the"monthly"mean
""analysis"increment"(the"assimila1on"minus"the"CTM"simula1on)"for
""the"\chem{LNO_x}"source"(in"\unit{pptv\,day^{:1}})"obtained"from"assimila1on"of
""(lex)"all"the"data,"(2nd"from"lex)"TES"\chem{O_3}"data,"(centre)
""OMI"\chem{NO_2}"data,"(2nd"from"right)"MLS"\chem{O_3}"data,"and
""(right)"MLS"\chem{HNO_3}"data"in"(top)"January"2007"and"(boPom)
""July"2007."The"interval"of"the"contour"lines"is"10\,\unit{pptv\,day^{:1}}.}
\end{figure*}
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\begin{figure*}
\includegraphics[width=1170mm]{acpd:2013:0838:f0910}
\cap1on{Ver1cal"\chem{O_3}"profiles"(in"ppbv)"obtained"from
""ozonesondes"(black),"the"CTM"simula1on"(blue),"and"the"data
""assimila1on"(red)"for"Costa"Rica"(lex),"Irene"in"South"Africa"(2nd
""from"lex),"American"Samoa"(2nd from rightcenter),"and San"Cristobal"in
""Ecuador"(2nd"from"right),"and"Ascension"in
""the"tropical"Atlan1c"(right)"during"December::February"(DJF,"top),"March::May
""(MAM,"2nd"from"top),"June::August"(JJA,"2nd"from"boPom),"and
""September::November"(SON,"boPom)"in"2007."The"error"bars"represent
""the"standard"devia1on"of"all"the"data"within"one"bin.}



\end{figure*}
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\begin{figure*}
\includegraphics[width=1280mm]{acpd:2013:0838:f101}
\cap1on{Spa1al"distribu1ons"of"tropospheric"\chem{NO_2}"column
""concentra1on"(upper,"$10^{15}$\,\unit{molec\,cm^{:2}}),"\chem{O_3}
""concentra1on"at"300\,\unit{hPa}"(middle,"in"ppbv),"and"cloud
""frac1on"(lower)"over"the"western"Pacific."Each"is"averaged"over
""14::21"August"2007."For"the"\chem{NO_2}"and"\chem{O_3}
""concentra1ons,"the"results"obtained"from"the"OMI"and"TES"satellite
""retrievals"(lex),"the"CTM"simula1on"(centre),"and"the"data
""assimila1on"(right)"are"shown."For"the"cloud"frac1on,"the"results
""obtained"from"the"OMI"retrievals"(lex)"and"the"GCM"simula1on
""(centre)"are"shown."The"numbers"in"brackets"represent"the"regional
""mean"value"for"each"plot.}
\end{figure*}
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\begin{figure*}
\includegraphics[width=9170mm]{acpd:2013:0838:f112}
\cap1on{La1tude:pressure"cross:sec1on"of"the"longitudinal:mean
""(6{\degree}\,W::30{\degree}\,E)"of"the"\chem{LNO_x}"source"(upper,
""in"\unit{pptv\,day^{:1}}),"\chem{NO_2}"concentra1on"(middle,"in
""\unit{pptv}),"and"\chem{O_3}"concentra1on"(lower,"ppbv)"over
""Africa."The"results"obtained"from"the"CTM"simula1on"(centre)"and
""analysed"from"the"data"assimila1on"(right)"are"presented."The"lower"lex"panel
""shows"the"result"obtained"from"the"TES"measurement"for"\chem{O_3}
""concentra1on."Also"shown"are"the"la1tudinal"distribu1ons"of
""(upper"lex"panel)"the"longitudinal:mean"surface"emissions"of
""\chem{NO_x}"(in"$10^{:11}$\,\unit{kg\,m^{:2}\,s^{:1}})"as"obtained"from
""the"a"priori"emissions"constructed"based"on"the"EDGAR"4.2,"the"GFED"3.1,"and"the"GEIA"
inventories"(see"text"in"Sect."3.1.1)"(blue"line)"and"analysed"from"the"data"assimila1on"(red"
line)"as obtained from
  the emission inventories (blue line) and the assimilation (red line)

""and"(centre"lex)"the"longitudinal:mean"tropospheric"\chem{NO_2}
""columns"(in"$10^{15}$\,\unit{molec\,cm^{:2}})"as"obtained"from"the



""OMI"measurements"(black"line),"the"CTM"simula1on"(blue"line),"and
""analysed"from"the"data"assimila1on"(red"line)."The"vectors"represent
""meridional:ver1cal"winds."Each"is"averaged"over"10::20"July"2007.}
\end{figure*}
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\begin{figure*}
\includegraphics[width=1230mm]{acpd:2013:0838:f123}
\cap1on{La1tude:pressure"cross:sec1on"of"the"\chem{LNO_x}"source
""differences"between"the"data"assimila1ons"with"and"without"(with"minus"without)"the
""cloud:covered"OMI"\chem{NO_2}"observa1ons"(in"\unit{pptv\,day^{:1}})"for"January
""and"July"in"2007."The"increases"and"decreases"in"the"source"due"to
""assimila1on"of"the"cloud:covered"observa1ons"correspond"to
""posi1ve"and"nega1ve"values"represented"by"red"and"blue,
""respec1vely.}
\end{figure*}
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\begin{figure}
\includegraphics[width=90mm]{acpd:2013:0838:f14}
\cap1on{Global"distribu1ons"of"the"\chem{NO}"produc1on"efficiency"(\unit{mol\,NO
\,flash^{:1}})"es1mated"from"the"annual"total"\chem{LNO_x}"sources"analysed"from"data"
assimila1on"for"2007"with"(a)"the"LIS/OTD"HRMC"flash"climatology"data"(Cecil"et"al.,"2014),"and"
with"(b)"the"model"flash"rate"for"2007."The"results"in"(a)"are"shown"for"the"region"with"the"
observed"annual"flash"rates"of"greater"than"0.44"flashes"\unit{km^{:2}}"\unit{yr^{:1}}"to"avoid"
unrealis1cally"large"es1mates."
}
\end{figure}
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